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(FOREMOST PAPER IN HARDING COUNTY.)
With Malice toward None, w ith Charity for Á11 and with Firmness In the Right."
No. 37

VOL. XIX

KOY. HARDING COUNT Y,NEW MEXICO, SATURDAY

SEPT. 30TH, 1922

SUBSCRIPTION $
ROY

NOTICE
Pubiic Speaking
Hon. S. B. Davis, Repu- blican nominee for U. S.
Senator, Mrs.
Candidate for Congress Mr. Delgado, Can-- ,,
Otero-Warre-

at 7:30 P.

M,

That Turkish Tobacco

The Roy High schooi building
rebuilt at once, in fact
work has already been started
The adon the new building.
justment of the burned building
as well as an adjustment with
Brown and Thompson was made
at a special meeting of the board
last Monday evening at which
members of the board and the
contractors were present.
The insurance adjustment was
made several weeks ago, but
actual payment of the different
policies had been held up on ac- ount that the Insurance Lompan
ies demanded that the school
board and contractors must get
together on a settlement. This
settlement was effected Monday
evening and the drafts for the
different policies were signed
and the money for the new build
ing should be in the Bank of Roy
within the next five or six days

n,

will be'
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MEXICO
HIGHWAY ASSOCIATION
HOLDS SECOND ANNUAL'
CuNVEiNTiON

TEXAS-NE-

--

Mexico Highway Association held their second annual meeting at Roy on
Monday and Tuesday the 25th
and 26th. The convention was
not as well attended as w as expected, that is so far as outside
delegates were concerned. Tex- as which ha3 some 150 or 200
miles of the highway was not
represented at all, at the meeting
altho Demit, Hereford, Plain-vieand many other towns had
promised large deleyatlons. Just
why these towns were not .represented we were unable to leam,
but á wire from the publicity

The

Texas-Ne- w

at least.

w

"

director of the Highway last
that a good representation would be present.

week stated

Most towns in New Mexico were
.represented altho Taos and Cimarron two important towns on
thti Highway failed to have dele
gates at the convention. On account of the train connec
tions it ".vas impossible to call
the meeting to order until
day atienioou. In the absence
of president T. E. Mitchell who
liad been suddenly called to
Smla J o. on Sunday to appear
as a witness in Federal Court,
the meeting was presided over
by the First Vice President, J.
W. Corn, of Tucumcari, who did
so in a very commendable manner. O. M. Wárrender óf Logan, Secretary of the Association assist ui .Mr. Corn in the
iiarid!i:i( oi the nvehtion.
.,
i Monday afternoon a very
.', able address was
delivered by
the Hon. Charles Springji i
Cimarron vino is president of
the State Highway Commission.
Mr. Springer outlined the work'
at had been done on the Higii-- v
year and the work
;y the
tlat wouci be done .wniiin the
' next twelve montas aiso lie told
of the immense amount oí work
whicii was baing done all over
the state thru the Highway com- -,
mission and the manner in wnich
the money .was being expanded,
impressed--uponis Hearers
thai I uvlaing roada was not ah
that was necessary but that the
inaintainance of uie road alter
., they were, built was one of the
big items. His speech was well
received by the audience and
much good will come from his
to tho 'i i tting. A
renia
number of other talks were
madw during the afternoon and
evening and considerable business was disposed of. ...
The big banquet given by the
business men o the delegates
a:id isitors on Monday evening
was attended by about 175 people. IT was given in the Baker
and Siieier Garage and the Rev.
Cooke acted astoastmaster, intro
ducing the various speakers and
adding life and wit to the occas-sioAddresses were made
during the evening by Mr Corn
of Tucumcari, Mayor Gibbs of
Roy, O. M. Warrender secre-tar- y
of the Association of Logan, Mayor Brown of Mosquero,
Mr. McFaiand of Logan, L. II .
Brock cf Mosquero and other local speakers. The music for the
banquet' was furnished by the
Famous Floersheim Orchestra of
Immediately after
Springer.
the banquet the dance was given
to the visitors at the Lucero
Hall. By the way an interesting ball game was pulled off
early in the afternoon in which
Mosquero cleaned up on Roy to
the une of 11 to 6.
Tuesday morning the convention was called to order by the
Vice President, Mr. Corn. The
reports of the , different committees were read and ordered appro
- (Continued an page 8)
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DEMOCRATS NAME COUNTY TICKET
Convention Well attended, 92
Delegates and Proxies Pres,-ent.

The Harding County Demo-:rtai- c
Convention was held in
Roy last Friday and Saturday
and practically every one of the
32 delegates were present and
every precinct was fully represented at the convention.
The delegates began arriving
Thursday afternoon and. when
the convention was called to order at 1 1 A M . Friday by Coun-t-v
Chairman the large hall was
filled with delegates and spectators The address of welcome
by Mayor Gibbs was short but
zo tne point,
lru invocation
was given by; Rev.., Willingham.
'
A , A : Wynne of .Mosquero
was elected temporary chairman
ind A. F. Chavez temporary
secretary. " Immediately after
his election he appointed the necessary committees and the con
vention was in full sway. Most
of the committees was represent
ed by a delegate from each pre
cinct which made the committees
large as there are 19 precincts
-

--

-

.

.
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,,The building will be rebuilt
exactly like the one destroyed by
fire on December 9th last, witn
the exception of a few minor
changes that will be macie on the
interior arrangement and these
changes will add to the useful
ness of the building.
The old walls in the base
ment that have been impaired in
any way by fie will be removed
and new walls built of concrete
to
take their place. The building
in the county . In the afternoon iitlhc same place and ia the
The place on the ticket for
Mrs. Kirby of Tucumcari and riiiru district Luis C. DeBaca Superintendent of Schools was ,ill be built oi trick thruout with
National Committeewoman of was nominated by acclamation. given to Mrs. Chas. Cason of the exertion that the tile on the
New Mexico made an address to MivBaca.is at present a member Gallegos by acclamation as Mr. ground will be used as far as it
the convention which was appre- oí the county board of education Yarbrough, the other candidate goes for inside walls.
The same kind of heating
ciated very much . Most of the and one of the strongest demo- for the office, withdrew in favor
plant
'
that was installed in the
in
to
county.
Cason.
of I.:rs.
crats
the
afternoon was turned over
ourned building will be installed
speech making and committe
I or County Clerk Holmer Ho- In the Probate Judge race only in
the new building, and those
of Roy received 54 votes two names appeared, they were
work. '
lies
who
saw the plant state that it
deMosquero
Cox
L.
evening
Lujan
same
Juan
visiting
and
of
Harrison
In the
of the
the
is
of tiie bast heating plants
one
legates and other visitors were place received 38 naming- Mr. and Rafael Texier of Bueyeros,
The buiding will Le wir
.
made
winnoi-igiven a reception at the Chris- Holme." for this important office. Mr. Texier was an easy
and the Board ex- ed
thruout
oí
ThField.M.
and
race
P.
place
and
this
was
on
Church
attended
the
ticket
it
tian
install
to
á lighting piant
'
to 1 ülled was the important David was named fvjwtyor by ipects
by about 300 or more people .
j in the building as soon as it is
offiM.
well
A.
reof County Treasurer and acclamation as
as
On Saturday morning the
ports of the various committees Colk;:or and three names
Drake of Mosquero for Rrprcsen complete.
in the race, Jose L. tative, neither havjng any oppo- j .Messrs Brown and Thompson
were heard and most of them
adopted as read. During the Brockmn of Mills, J, R, McKee sition for the , respective places
eed to rebuild the buildiny under
forenoon a "Jones for Senator of Abbott and A. F. Chavez of on the ticket.
original contract ana tit t'liw
the
The last place to be filled on
Club" was formed in each pre- Sabino precinct ; Three ballots
were, necessary to nake a phrW the ticket was the office of she- price at which theyére to first
cinct in the county.' The
reports and more speech, for.tliis pjace but it; was settled riff, and six names were placed build it. They ape to pay the
making took up the forenoon and in the third ballot when' Chavez before the convention; they we- schooi board for he salvage at
re, R.L. Grossaint, L.T.: Sulli- actual invoice prise and xo pay
actual ballating did not begin had 52 votes to hÍ3 credit.
:
For ,ssíssgv,V three, names van, J. D. Wade T.J. Heiman, all outstanding bills against' the
until when the convention reconburned bu.ldmg. Vainy this
again
appeared before the'1 con- Joe Ballard and Hal Warner.
vened after noon .
The first place on the ticket vention they. were A. I. Burle--' thg first ballot the votestood as means means some los to them,
to be filled was Commissioner son of Roy, Alberto Branch of follows: Grossaint 15, Sullivan yet the change in price of some
of the first district . Only two Roy and L. W. Wilson of Mos 19, Wade 29, Heimann 15, Bal- materials and labor being seme
.ec
candidates appeared for the plac-- , quero . u;i tne tirst ballot Wil- lard 9 and Warner 7. A number what cheaper will prcbüui
con
on
out
even
come
the
them
D. M. Martinez received 58 son scored 47 vetes just the num jof succeeding ballots failed to tract and ake wages whny fundmuch of a change in the
votes and G . R. Adernathy 34. ber required to nominate while mao
number of ballots cast for each ing it.
For Commissioner of the second the other two candidates had 45 candidate. After a few ballots
i ne settlement reached by ihe
Board
and Contractors thouid indistrict Mr. Olliver of near Lo- votes
Wilson was declared Warner, Heirnann and Ballard
y ratifying to every tax
be
deed
gan easily won over Mr. Helms the norrineo.
(Continued on page 6)
e
payer in ilie district as the
monetary loss tiie district
outside oi architect ices and
what they have paid lawjeis in
assisting to make a fcccut.enu
witn tne insurance compan-e- a
will be less tnan í,uC0; ino
assuming the heavier
loss of the deal.
Lruwn
that Me:-Ue
and Thompson shoulu Le commended lor agreeing to ompiett!
their original contract even tho-i- t
may entail a loss to them;
they as well as the Board real- -,
ize the necessity of completing
the building and will put every
prices:- man to worn they can on the job
and if weather conditions refit the building can be com
main
.
pleted within 120 days or by
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Me n

We liaiye just received a dandy line of men's suits at the
following low

$1750

$1890

$1950

.

February first.
Mr. Thompson is already on
the job and is at work on the

n.

V

HIGH SCHOOL BUILD-

ING TO BE REBUILT AT
ONCE

didate for State Auditor,;
Mr. Montoyo, our pres- ent Congressman and other noted speakers will be
in, Roy Saturday and address the voters of Hard
ing County at the Lucero
Hall

PER YEAR.

0

Don't fail to loot them over before making your purchase.
We also have a complete line of men'á Moleskin, Heavy
Khaki and Corduroy trousers.
Our corduroy is a guaranteed cloth on which we are making a special
price of

S5.00 P2r Pair

new foundation and cross walls,
Mr. Brown will arrive in Roy
the first of next week and will
have personal supervision of the
carpenter work. Most of,
is arleady on the grnund
and the balance has .been orders
ed and should be here by the
time it is needed .
The; board will probably em- ploy a local overseer to oversee
the work while the building is in
the course of construction and
thexontractors will place a night
'guard over the building during
Ml.
tne entire time it is cein uuul.
We are surely glad to be abls
to give the public this news this
week for we have been asked repeatedly to give the public the
pesent status , of the new.
building, however we will
(Continued on page 8)
the-materi-
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Your Skin is So Fragrant

and Smooth

SPANISH-AMERICA-

'

Each cake of Cashmere Bouquet Soap
holds the perfume of a thousand fragrant petals. For three generations, lovely
women have enjoyed its purity.
A sensible recipe for lovely complexions
is rain water and this pure soap.

By

VICTOR ROUSSEAU

Copytlfht f
STEWART K1DD COMPANY

COLGATE'S

Cashmere" Bouquet Soap

"MOLLY, DEARI"
SYNOPSIS.
Looklnc over Big
Muskeg, a seemingly impassable
swamp In the path of the Mlssa-tirailroad, Joo Bostock, builder
of the line, and Wilton Carruthera,
chief of engineers, are considering
the difficulties. A rifle shot Instantly kills Bostock and breaks Car
ruthers' arm. Carruthers tries to
carry the body to a post of the
Hudson's Bay company, where McDonald is the factor. McDonald's
daughter, Molly, sees Carruthers
struggling In the muskeg and draga
him from the swamp, with bis burUnaccountably, her father
den.
objects to her saving Carruthers.
Weakened by his wound and exertions, Carruthers is disturbed by
the appearance of Tom Bowyer,
Bostock's business rival and personal enemy. Bowyer insults Molly, and Carruthers strikes him.
Carruthers declares his love for
Molly. She promises to be his wife.
Carruthers has to reach the town
of Clayton to attend a meeting at
which Bostock's enemies plan to
wrest control Of the Missatlbi from
him. Molly goes with him. They
are delayed by a storm. Attacked
by his dogs, Carruthers' life Is
saved by Molly, who Is forced to
"The snow, the
kill the animals.
snow!" They set out on foot for
It with Carreaching
Clayton,
ruthers In an almost dying condition. He Is In time to foil Bostock's
enemies and keep control of the
Une for Mrs. Bostock.

Large size . 25c
Medium size, 10c

bl

Luxurious
Lasting
Refined

7

Busy Masculine Knitters,
Knitting Isn't exclusively a woman's
work or pastime or art. In every Are
engine house throughout the District
the fire laddies are busily engaged In
making fancy sweaters of Intricate
design for. wives or sweethearts. In
one of the most popular art needlework shops in Washington there Is a
man instructor In knitting, who can
work all sorts of pictures Into the
mesh that glides through his fingers.
One of the most prominent men In the
Oirnegie Institution has been n knitting artist for years and ninkes elaborate bedspreads, dresses, draperies.
Washington Star.

Height of Meteor.
During the display of the Perseld
meteors one August In France simultaneous observations were made In
that country from points about six
miles apart. From the parallaxes thus
obtained the elevation of several conspicuous meteors above the earth was
calculated. The lieight at the beginning of the flight varied from CO to
175 miles, and at the end from 22 to
41 miles.
The longest distance traversed in the atmosphere was about
152 miles, and the shortest 35 miles.

One Good Merchant
in Every Town

SHE

can establish a profitable and permanent
(hoe business on limited capital through the

CHAPTER VI

NEW SALES METHOD

DYED A SWEATER,

Each package of "Diamond Dyes" con.
tains directions so simple any woman can
dye or tint her worn, shabby dresses,
skirts, waists, coats, stockings, sweaters,
coverings, draperies, hangings, everything,
even if she has never dyed before. Buy
Profit Are Guaranteed
"Diamond Dyes" no other kind then
W. L. Douglas shoes are tbe
perfect home dyeing is sure because Diaworld's
High, quality,
snoas.
Dyes are guaranteed not to spot,
mond
honest workmanship fioupled
or run. Tell your druggist
streak,
fade,
and
latest
low
prices
with
whether the material you wish to dye is
styles make easv sale1-- ' and
r
of your small Investment. Pre. wool or silk, or whether it is linen, cotton
quick
p;ild express and freight, 10 cents per pair allowor mixed goods. Advertisement.

RetailersReserveSystem

Men's. Women' 8 4 Boys' Shoes
This new plan of distribution
hus bean arranged fur your
Denent, and lurougn it

trxde-marita- d

n

turn-ove-

ance west of the Mississippi, and bonded 24 hour

shipping service help increase profits and make
lartfe investments unnecessary. Write now for
catalog and full information. If there Is no
Iouglasdealerin your town you maybe awarded

EXCLUSIVE RIGHTS

to handle this great national ly advertised product.
Any dealer who sel Is shoes can increase his profits
by adding W. U Douglas shoes to bis line.
.000,flnO has been spentln
KLHlLWDtK that
shoes.
s
advertising
So other shoes can equal W. I,. Douglas inquick.
mu it
nana naiMvtn n nni i inr l r i f m i . i im f tw hi mi j
this advertising; and 46 years of honest shoemak-in- g
means sales and profits for yon.
Rx frt istfrilM ir km fnt otsfcratm.
Write!
W1.00UGUS SHOE CO., 10 Spsrk 8trst, Brockton, Mat

Ask yonr Dealer for

W.IDougls shoes.

There's nothing longer than the summer day to the girl who Is to be
married In the fall.

Why the Umbrellas?
A rather amusing sight was that at
York beach one rainy day recently,
when á party of bathers all ready for
the morning dip came from their cottages on their way to the beach all
carrying open .umbrellas. Vacationists,
vltnesslng the, procession of bathers
approaching the water all set for the
plunge, wondered at the theory of carrying "bumbleshoots" to protect themselves from the rain when they would
shortly be drenched while taking their
morning bath. New York Sun.

g

The woman who always tells the
nine unpleasant ones
out of a possible ten.
,

sick enough you'll be too

If you're

Every genuine
package has
the croa and

árele printed
in red.

truth tells about

'

sick to be frightened.

Make your
Uia wans

mm

Redecorate with
little trouble, less
expense and greater
satisfaction. There

is one best way
to do

it
Fl)

tí i
--

1
n.

-

i

'

fj()

flflltli

shares.
"Five hundred shares are missing,"
he said to the manager.
Clark looked at him in some surptise.
"You are not forgetting that Mr.

Instead of Kalsomine or Wall Paper

Bostock

CflDEfSflMfldDKi

Take a cood dose of Carter's Little Liver Pills

CARTER'S
s
i i
A T1ITTU"

4

irr

Ipil-l- s

cleanse your system of all waste matter and
Regulate Year Bowels. Mild as easy to

take aS SUgar. Gamine beat ilgnaiunsi&&iZcC
Small BIL .Small Dose. Small Price.

hypothecated

five

hundred

shares with us as security for the
'

SIM

Continued.

Wilton was astonished. "Live at
Big Muskeg?" he cried.
"Until the work Is finished. Don't
She clasped her
refuse me, Will I"
hands together lo her childish, pleading way that Joe had always found
Joe would have let me.
Irresistible.
I won't hamper you, Will," she begged.
"Kitty, you're a tramp!" cried WH:
ton. "But you can't go there to live.
The loneliness would be awful. And
there Isn't a house anywhere. And
J
,
besides "
lie did not dare suggest the thought
that came to him, that people would
gossip about her. That, he felt, rested
'
with her.
"it wont be lonely withwith the
work, Will," she answered. "And I've
already made my plans. I'm living
u bungalow built there. And there will
be Molly. Don't you want me to come,
Will?"
Kitty's pleas were Irresistible. Wilton yielded, and he was glad for one
thing; her presence at the portage
would mean much to Molly.. During
the nest few days he was In constant
with the directors as
consultation
representing Kitty, who had given him
her power of attorney to act for her.
He went cafefully over the books. He
was quite satisfied with their showing:
If Big Muskeg could be crossed, the
company could remain solvent without
Increasing Its capital. '
.
,
He devoted bis attention to the personnel, taking on new men and weed-luout, a thing Joe had hated doing,
until he was satisfied that Bowyer had
;
no representative on the staff.
named
had
been
Wilton and Betts
executors In Joe's will. Wilton had
already gone through Joe's papers;
but his task was much less satisfactory; for Joe, who was a capital director, seemed to ' have no personal
system at all. Everything was In
were missing, records
mixed up together. He had left Kitty
two thousand shares In the Missatlbi,
and a comfortable little capital of
about forty thousand dollars, together
with the house In Clayton and some
.,
property In Winnipeg.
The Missatlbi shares, amounting to
two million dollars at their par value,
represented the bulk of his fortune,
box In
and were In a safety-deposhowthe bank's vault. The receipt,
ever, could not be found. '
This was not of much Importance,
but Wilton went with Kitty to look in
Joe's box. Clark, the manager, took
them below, opened the vault, and
Wilton comput In the master-key- .
pleted the opening. To his astonishment there were only fifteen hundred

SKIRT AND CHILD'S COAT
,
WITH "DIAMOND DYES"

W.L DOUGLAS

IG MU

loan?" he asked.
"Did yon
Wilton looked at Kitty.
know that Joe borrowed on the se
curity of those shares?" he asked.
Kitty shook her head. Joe had not
told her many of the details of his
business. And the papers had shown
no record of ttfe transaction.
"Mr. I'hayre has just come In," said
the manager.
They went up to the president's
office. Phayre asked them to sit down,
and listened to Wilton's statement
will you get Mr.
"Mr. Clark,
of the
blank transfer
Bostock's
shares?" he asked.
The paper was brought. The signature appeared perfectly genuine. Joe
Bostock had made out a transfer In
blank for five hundred shares, In return
for a loan of three hundred and fifty
thousand dollars, due the 15th of December.
Unless the loan was repaid by that
date, the control of the Missatlbi
would swing to the Bowyer Interests.
Wilton was almost stunned by the
discovery. Joe had spoken as If his
eontrol was Iron-clatie went home with Kitty and tele

phoned to Setts to come. They went
through aft Joe's papers again.
Even Jim Betts was forced to admit
that the transaction appeared regular.
"Jest watch them snakes, boy ; that s
all," he counseled. "I don't say Phayre
fnreed Joe's signature and broke Into
hs box, because It's a bigger risk
tban he's cot the nerve to take, but
1 guess Bowyer
wants the Missatlbi
mighty bad."
"Once I cet the line across Big Mus- kee. Jim. It'll be easy to raise enough
money to pay off the loan," said Wilton.
He arranged with Kitty to have all
Joe's papers placed In the safe which
held tbe engineering records, and sent
up In It to Big Muskeg. Only Kitty
and he knew the combination.
Two days later Wilton, now com
pletely recovered, started for the
bush.
had practically
The
completed the camp at Big Muskeg.
and there was aulte a gang of men
there, principally engaged In hauling
Wilton had taken
the cut timber.
Anderson from the cache and made
The Swede was
hlra the foreman.
one of the best foremen In the line's
employ, but had fallen from his estate
owing to repeated lapses Into drunkenness.
Wilton planned to reach Big Mus
keg on Saturday night, In order to
meet his men on the Sunday, when
thev would all be In camp. .He took
á new engineer with him, a young
fellow named. Dlgby, who had come
with excellent recommendations from
an English Institute. He was particu
larly anxious to reach his destination,
for he had had no letter from Molly
since, his recovery.
To his sumrise. Wilton found the
camp absolutely empty, though there
were plenty of signs of an abundant
population.
But snores from one of
the benches In the dining room betrayed the presence of a solitary occupant. A man was lying full length
,
his hat tilted over
behind
his face.
Wilton shook him to his feet, and
disclosed Anderson, dead; drunk.
rudely
awakened.
The foreman,
stood 'reeling and blinking at him.
"What have you got to say?" de
manded Wilton, furious at this lapse
.

4

iw

tin pannikins, which they had evidently brought designedly from the cookhouse, and filling them from a hogshead of liquor that stood In the center
of the room.
The old factor, wedged In behind
the counter, his right arm limp at his
side, was pushing his left Into the
faces of the grinning Hunkles.
Molly, at the door of her room, her
Hps parted, her eyes dilated with fear,
was surrounded by a ring of men. One
of them had his huge paws on her
shoulders, and, standing a little behind, was trying to bend her backward toward him.
Wilton took In the scene Instantaneously through the thick haze of
.

,

stinking

tobacco-smok-

Everything

e.

swam before his eyes. With a hoarse
roar of rage he leaped Into tbe center
of the crowd, caught the man who had
his hands on Molly, and, spinning him
round, dashed his fists Into bis face
again and again until he was unrecognizable from the blood that covered
his broken features.
Screaming with pain, the man broke
Before the astonished
from him.
Hunkles could collect their wits Wilton
was In their midst again. He drove
them before him; he snatched up a
bottle containing a guttered candle-enand, armed with this terrible
weapon, brought It smashing down on
their heads till he held only the
splinters In his bleeding hands.
Stupefied by this onslaught, the men
But, Jamming In
ran for the door.
turned and
the entrance, the rear-mofaced him. Three men. set on him,
dealing savage kicks, and rushing at
him, head down, like battering-rams- .
One caught him In the pit of the
stomach and sent him toppling against
the counter.
Instantly the whole mob was upon
him with knives, screaming with rage.
Wilton leaned against the counter, sick
and weak for the moment, and unable
to defend himself. But suddenly the
mob was flung violently away, and
he saw Dlgby. his fists flying like flails,
striking out right and left, and felling
a man at every blow.
The respite enabled him to regain
his feet, snatch up another bottle,
and go to the Englishman's assistance.
The Hunkles had no stomach for any
more. This time they made the doorway, and ran at the top of their speed
toward the portage, leaving Wilton
and his assistant panting and exhausted In their wake.
Wilton was about to go back to
Molly when suddenly he caught sight of
two men who.Jooked Jlke .Canadians
slinking Into the kitchen; which opened
upon the side of the store. He recog
nized them Instantly as the two fake
policemen. Hackett and Tonguay, and
it was evident enough that they .pad

Wilton.

the part of the man whom he had
trusted.
"I say d n poor whisky for a rethe
spectable campl" hiccoughed
on

Swede.
' "Where did you get it?" shouted Wilton, shaking him by the shoulders.
"Over yander," answered Andersen,
jerking his thumb In the direction of
the portage.
"Where are the men goner
"Over yander," repeated Andersen,
with another. Jerk.
Wilton strode from the dining room,
his heart burning with indignation.
Who had brought liquor Into the camp?
It was a thing dreaded by employers
of labor, almost more tban the oc
epidemics.
While
typhoid
casional
liquor was to be obtained within a
miles, work
radius of
would be practically suspended..
With Dlgby at his heels, he strode
fiercely out toward the swamp. Big
Muskeg was less than three mllef
away by the new road which had been
cut from the camp to the portage.
Wilton's heart sank at tbe thought
of the men In the factor's place with
Molly. The laborers were chiefly
Hunkles and Gallclans, docile as sheep
when sober, but changed by drink in
to wild beasts.
As they gained the opposite bank
they heard wild shouts of drunken
laughter, and, In a momentary Interval,
McDonald's angry protest and then
a cry from Molly.
They ran at the top of their speed,
Wilton leading.
It was
He burst Into the store.
filled with men, roaring and shouting; they were drinking from their

'

,

you."
"Good for you, Molly, dear!" said
Wilton.
"He hadn't gnessed how things were
between us, for he changed Instantly.
He began to threaten me. He swore
that I should never marry you, and
that he'd drive us from the portage.
He went away mad with rage. When
those two men came I connected their
appearance with him."
"You were right," said Wilton. "But
I don't think they'll show their faces
here again. And Til see you every
day now. Molly, dear, why didn't yon
write to me? I hoped for a letter
every day. Why didn't you write?"
"I wasn't quite sure you'd want
me to," she answered' shyly. "You see,
Will, 'it our ehgngément---Cílm- é
about
after I nursed you. And I thought
after you got back to Clayton
I thought that I'd just wait."
"You thought that I might change,
Molly?" cried Wilton.
brought the liquor to the portage.
She nestled close to him. "Not realShouting to Dlgby, he rushed after
But they were through the ly, Will." But I I don't know, but
them.
kitchen and had gained the open be- somehow I wanted to Walt. I hated
fore he could get within a dozen paces. so to come back here, with you lying
Dlgby had evidently not understood so 111,, and I was so worried when
Kitty didn't answer my letters."
Wilton's shout
"Good work, what?" he ejaculated.
"D'you have much of this sort, Mr.

"What Have You Got to 8ay7"

"You weren't to blame, Will," gobbed
the girl ; "and the men weren't. I don't
think they would have done me any
harm. It was the eight of you. Will,
and the fight I thought they had
stabbed you "
"I shall be In camp as long aa It'i
open," answered Wilton.
"Don't b
afraid any more. I'll see that no
more of this stuff finds Its way here.
And tomorrow I'll make an example
of the worst of them that won't bo
forgotten."
He soothed her and soon brought
her back to her normal condition. At
be grew cooler' he began to realize
that as Molly had said, the men were
not to blame. In the morning few of
them would have more than the vaguest remembrance of the
ffalr.
It
was tbe alcohol, acting as p. physical
and moral poison on them.
"How did It happen?"
asked
presently. "And how long have those
two outlaws been In the camp?"
"They came here a week ago, Will,"
she answered. "They were very Insolent, and said that trouble was com
ing; they made all sorts of vague
threats against yon. They seemed to
want to make trouble for us."
"They're here for some object Mol
ly," said Wilton. "It's to hinder the
work, of course, but there's more
to It than that"
.
.
"I think they want to frighten us
away from the portage, Will," said
Molly. "Tom Bowyer has been here
since I returned. He told me that my
father was very 111 ; that he was using
his influence to get him pensioned,
and that the best thing we could do
would be to leave the portage as Soon
as possible.
"He" wanted me to go to Winnipeg
and study stenography, or anything
else I chose. But I told him I couldn't
take any steps without consulting

"Kitty didn't answer you?"
"Only once, when yon were nearly
ont of danger. Perhaps that made me
feel that that Td better not write to
you, Will. But, of course, all her time
was taken up with caring for you."
"She ought to have written you,"
said Wilton. "That doesn't sound like
Kitty. And Molly, dear," he continued, thinking of Kitty's projected
stay at Big Muskeg, "I've got a surprise for you next month. Just about
the thing that would please you best
In the world."
And as she looked at him In Inquiry,
he drew her Into his arms and kissed
her again. "Promise me, dear, that
you will never doubt my love for you,"
he pleaded.
"I promise. Will," she answered,
looking at him with shining eyes.
"Never never, dear!"
"I'll have to go, Molly,! said Wilton. "Only until tomorrow, dear. And
sleep quietly, because I'll give those
men the lesson of their Uves In the

Carruthers?"
"I don't know," answered Wilton.
"It'll be part of our business to see
that there Isn't any more."
"It wasn't on our school curriculum,"
said the Englishman thoughtfully.
Wilton only glanced at him, and
went Into the store. Molly was on her
knees before her father, who had sunk
Into a chair. The old man's face was
ashen white, but, as Wilton ap
proached, he opened his eyes and
glared at him.
"D n ye l" he hissed with unimagin
able fury. "This is your work! Get
out of my store and never let me see
your face again 1"
He turned, and began to shuffle
away, dragging his palsied leg, his
right arm dangling. Wilton fell back,
and McDonald began to make his
way upstairs.
Wilton went up to Molly and took
her In his arms.
"Molly Molly, dear, it's all right morning."
"Forgive
now," he said anxiously.
I couldn't have guessed those
mel
"Well, Men," he said,
men would have beeñ wild beasts like
your new boss!"
that. I thought Andersen could keep
them In controL Thank God, I came
when I did!"
(TO BB CONTINUED.)
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FAIL TO AGREE AS TO GIANT RAY
the giant ray in Science, and says that
naturalists who hate described It
differ as to whether it has a large
The one
spine or sting on Its tall.
The great devilfish or giant ray, caught at Block island had none, but
there was a wound on the tall where
which abounds In the waters around
Beaufort S. G, and Captiva Inlet, a spine was said to have been torn
dean of
Fla, has occasionally been found off off. The late Theodore GUI,
New York and New Jersey. The fur- American Ichthyologists, doubted the
thest, north it has ever been taken spine, as have other writers, although
Is Block Island, where one was some naturalists picture it with one.
caught last year.
She Was Worth Much teHlm.
This was 14 feet wide between the
Following the marriage ceremony
tips of the pectoral fins, T feet long
from head to base of tall, and the groom called the minister aside
This is the and inquired the price of the service.
weighed 1,686 pounds.
only specimen known to have been "Well," said the minister, "you may
weighed, but there are stories of fish pay me whatever It's worth to you."
that are said to have weighed 10,000 "Be reasonable I" groaned the groom.
pounds.
'This woman Inherits a million dollars
blrthday-Call-forpla
Dr. E. W. Gudger of the American on her twenty-firs- t
Museu
Pelican.
of Natural History writes of

Naturalista Divided In Opinion
cerning Structural Makeup
of Monster Fish.
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County of Harding

OF

THE FIRvST NATIONAL BANK
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for by the Comptroller of the Currency at the close of business September 15th, 1922,

Called

RESOURCES

Gabriel Santistevan, the un
known heirs of Gabriel Santis
tevan, deceased, Diego Rivera,
the unknown heirs of Diego Pav
era, 'deceased, Francis Clutton,
the unknown heirs of Francis
Clutton, deceased, Jose I. Armijo
Tomasita Lucero de Armijo, An
tonia G. de Armijo, the unknown
heirs of Feline Armno. deceased,
the unknown heirs of Feliciano
Armijo, deceased, the unknown
heis of Tomas Armno. deceased,
Jenaro Maestas. the unknown
heirs of Jenaro Maestas, deceas-

N. M.

Overdrafts
Furniture & Fixtures
Interest earned uncollected
Other Resources
Cash & Sight Exchange

Croceries

At prices you can afford to pay
-- Give us

tria- l-

EGGS - EGGS - EGGS
We will pay you OC cents in
cash for them.

I

30c in trade
CITY ME ATM ARRET
Or pay you

OSCAR KIDD, Proprietor

MICiíELIN

W.H. Fuqua, Stockholder.
Pres. 1st, N. Bk. Amarillo, Tex.

p

o Brown

Farmer
c.L. Justice

G.R. Abernathy
Faruer

.

S . Floersheim

Pres. Floersheim Merc Co.
H.B. Jones
Pres. 1st, N. Bk. Tucumeari, N.M

THE OLDEST AND LARGEST BANK IN HARDING COUNTY
"Member Federal Reserve System"

Ricardo Gonzales, Chioo bneep
Company, the unknown heirs of
Gabriel Santistevan, deceased,
the unknown heirs of Diego Ri
vera, deceased, the . unknown
heirs of Francis Clutton, deceased, the unknown, heirs of Felipe
Armijo, deceased, the unknown
heirs of Feliciano Armijo, deceas
ed, the unknown heirs of Tomas
Armijo, deceased, the unknown
heirs of Jenaro Maestas, deceased, the unknown heirs of Jose
Leon Sembrano, deceased, the un
known heirs of Jóse Leon
deceased, and all unknown
claimants of interests in the
premises described in the complaint adverse to the plaintiff,
aré hereby notified that the
above entitled action has been
commenced by the above named
plaintiff against" all the defendants herein, the general objects
of which action are to quiet title

SURVEY OF TUCUMCARI-F- ; T

WORTH R. R. IS
COMPLETE, SAYS.NOQNAN

Statistics to be Compiled and
C.
Presented to'
According to news reaching
Tucumcari, engineers have completed the survey of the Texas,
bePanhandle & Gulf railroad
tween Tucumcari and Seymour,
I.,-C-

Gulf railroad, as surveyed, will
have its northern terminus at
Tucumcari. It will intersect the
Snta Fe's Amarillo and Clovis
line at J? nona, tne sania res
Amarillo and Sweetwater line at
iTulia, the Quanah, Acme and
Pacific line at Paducah, the Ori
ent at Truscott. and will have its
southern terminus at Seymour,
where direct connections will loe
made with the'Gülf, Texas and

ANNOUNCEMENT
I wish to announce myself for
the Republican nominee for Sher
ff , of Harding County, New
Mexico,
.1 am a native born New Mexican, having been born at Mosquero. I have been a life long
Republican and feel that if nom
inated. 1 will null a large vote.

adding strength to the ticket.
I will appreciate anything you
Western; shipments to Oklaho- can do for me.
Eugene B. Gallegos, Jr.
ma points will be made by the
Wichita Valley.
Something unique in the way
Sam Strong who has been serof railway promotion was re- ving on the Federal Petit Jury
vealed by Colonel Powell and En- for several weeks returned home
gineer Noonan, in this project. last Sunday evening. Sam waa
Not a single town along the pro- on several important ases.
to bear
posed route
ac cent of expense in connection
Hon .T. E. Mitchell and Ei
with the surveying or prelimiGallegos were in Roy Sun,
fracio
were
expenses
All
the
naries.
to Santa Fe where
enroute
day
borne bv Colonel Powell. In
called as witnessbeen
have
they
will
con
order that facts that
case in the
important
an
in
es
vince eastern capital could be
Court.
Federal
secure ouestionaires were sent
to every farmer residing within
Mr. Gibson of Gould, Okla., is
a distance of eight miles on eith
a few days with his old
spending
er side of the proposed route
W. Gilstrap of this
W.
friend
to
Tucumcari.
from Seymour
Gibson's son is the
Mr.
place.
This qucstionaire sought to obwagon iviouna
of
owner
the
tain information as to the
system .
Telephone
amount of acreage each fanner

Texar.' where connections ui
a vniirond would be made
witivthe Gulf, 'Texas & Western, supplying an intergral part
of the proposed tnrougu
to
from the Dawson coal fteds
C.
Colonel
Fort Worth.
Powell, who is promoting the
nationroad and E. J. Noonan,
engineer
railroad
ally famous
x.
and contractor, were m
uu
gave
Worth last week ano
leav-n- g
the information just before
ot
headquarters
Chicago,
property
for
in nlaintiff to the real
will
they
hereinafter described, and that the company, where
aim
plaintiff's title thereto be estab- - compile their miormation
preparatory
statistics
iroo
ished and that the defendants
financing and perherein, and each of them, be
barred and ever estopped from mit from the interstate early
for the
having or claiming any right,
line.
the
of
said
construction
to
or
in
or
interest
title
(real property, ine real property
"Tt will veauire several months
in
to
which
rnf fitrures com- t
affected bv this action
it is sought to quiet the title be- piled and in presentable condi- has. how much is in cultivation.
Marshall Bentlev was over
ing the following described real lion for submission iu i
production of the various commo
Monday a3
property, situate, lying and bei nterests in the North and East, dities last year, and other such from Wagon Mound
lexas-weMex
to
delegate
the
a
ng in Harmng County, Mew Me leclared Colonel Walker. After questions by which the promoHighway
Mr.
Association.
ieo
might
arrive at definite in
several months of continuous ters
xico, to wit:
of
the
cashier
is
the
Bentley
The Northwest Quarter of the work Along the route, running formation as to the potential ton Farmer's and Stockmen's Bank
Southwest Quarter and the Sou the surveys and mapping u nage status ot a railroad built of that place.
th Half of the South Halt ol route, tecuring all the available along the route selected.
Ft. Worth Record.
Section Seventeen, the East Half ( cV& as to present the potentia
WILL TRADE
the
of the Northeast Quarter, the Ir.ima'. v l;ave couyicied
Irrigated
farms for goo,! sized
aiv rcw in posi
task
Northeast Quarter of the South
land. What fta-igrazing
of
tracts
ANNOUNCEMENTS
POLITICAL
,
!o.i to take cencreu action in
east Quarter, the- Northwest
vou?
'niiovH-o'cq premises.'
nf tVio NivtViivpst. Quar
R. E. Alldredge,
ANNOUNCEMENT
'J. Noonan, engineer, declar To the voters of Harding Coun
ter, the South Half of the North
Roy, N. Mex.
west Quarter and the Northeast ed that in his entire experience
myself
hereby
as
,v.
announce
I
en- Quarter of the Southwest Quar of railroad construction and.,
a "candidate for the nomination
FIRST BROWN CHAMP
been
never
he.
had
;v;tioter of Section Twenty, the North
of County Collector and Treasu
propuseu
a
witn
east Quarter of the Northeast identified
op- rer of Harding County, subject
Quarter of Section Twenty Nine, road which offered greater de- to the action of the Republican
capital, for
the North Half of the Northwest portunities forcountry
it would Convention.
of
velopment
Quarter, and the Northwest
Very respectfully,
divimaking
from
Quarter of the Northeast Quar- traverse, and
J. C. (Jack) Kirby
the
ter of Section Twenty Eight, the dends from the start than
TucumJast Half of the Northwest Quar proposed railroad from
TO THE VOTERS OF
ter and the West Half of the n r t1 to Seymour
HARDING COUNTY
"It will develope the greatest
Northeast Quarter of Section
I hereby announce mvself a
m
country
the
TWnaViin V.ivht ei. latent scope of
served by candidate for the nomination of
North, Range Twenty Nine, East United States not now
Harding County School Superin
a railroad," Noonan said.
of the New Mexico Principal
tendent, subject to the action ot
"It will be a road that will fit the Republican convention. Your
Meridian.
the railroad geography upport will be greatly appreciatAnd said defendants, and each well intocountry.
At Dawson it
the
of
of them, are further notified ,triii
immense ton- - ed., .
un
the
nirlr.
Very respecttuiiy,
that unless they enter their ap- nage of fine coal, ana aiier
Myra O. DeFrees.
pearance herein on or before
Tucum
near
zit rimo1 f he canrock
the 11th day of November, 1922,
.it"will penetrate the great
ANNOUNCEMENT
judgement will be rendered agai- cari
country in tne duuui-wes- t,
wheat
est
nst them by default.
voters of Harding Co.,
the
To
great
the
of
not to speak
I hereby announce myselt as
That the name and postoffice shallow water territory where
fit
1
7
address of plaintiff's attorney irrigation is destined to play an a candidate for the nomination
4
New
County
sub
w1
Harding
is W. R. Holly, Springer,
of
as
desheriff
next
the
important part in
Republi
Mexico
cade. The line will serve the ject to the action of the
WITNESS my hand and the great livestock interests by pro- can Convention, it my services
seal of said court at Mosquero, viding a short and direct line have been satisfactory to you
f v.
Harding County, New ' Mexico, with the Fort Worth market in thepast year and a half, I will
this 31st day of August, 1922.
competition with the Kansas appreciate your support for the
C. Ernest Anderson,
City market, now securing the nomination.
Respectfully,
Clerk ef said Court.
bulk of the cattle shipment of
George B. Spivey.
SouthSeal
Below
the
that section.
line
proposed
the
caprock
ern
ANNOUNCEMENT
.
r
C. E. Anderson and family will operate through what has
a
to
become
decided
have
I
cotton
in
week
spent the first of the
been considered the imest
lancho Villa i our fi' hfowiv
Roy taking in the Road meeting country in Texas. The entire candidate for the nomination of skinnod
he littkr
ring champion,
Hardof
Collector
and
Treasurer
economically
and visiting friends.
line can be built
Filipino flyweight winning ihe liifr
to
action
the
subject
County,
hy knocking out Champ Johnn
and the bugbear can be scaled ing
of the Republican Convention. Httff at Brooklyn. Villa i not congradient
low
a
of
means
bv
title,,
H
L. W. Wilson, democratic
,
j
I want the office and any suppo- tent with the 105 ponndChamp
WAS 111! Stretch UP LOUOnWUWl
Jo
wants , to fight
now
appreciated
will
be
given
me
rt
,
the bauuto-wtigLyin.fi" lor
-from Mosquero last Monday at- - near Silverton.
Frank L. Schultz
' ..
&
118 pound.
crown
Panhandle
proposed
.
it
The
tending the road convention.
Sam-bra- n,

a,

was-aske-

.

t

Made by the oldest tire
manufacturer in the world

222,946.36

DIRECTORS AND STOCKHOLDERS

to-sec-uring

Tires

50,000.00
10,000.00
17,854.47
422.51
144,669.38

H. B. Jones, President
C. L. Justice, Cashier
Lillian A. Bess, Asst. Cashier.

t

"r

Defendants,
The ahove named defendants,
Gabriel Santistevan, Diego Rivera, Francis Clutton, Jenaro Ma
estas, Antonia G. de Armijo,

Meats

Rediscounts
Interest collected unearned
Deposits

OFFICERS

.

T

Capital
Surplus

222,946.36

.

Jose
ed, the unknown heirs-oLeon Sembrano, deceased, the
unknown heirs of Jose Leon
Samhran. deceased. Jose Garcia,
Gavina A.Garcia, Ricardo. Gon
zales, Simona Q. Gonzales, Lhico
Sheep Company and all unknown
claimants of interests in the pre
mises described in the complaint
adverse to the plaintiff.

We handle a complete line of

LIABILITIES
$169,392.96
497.64
1,800.00
30.45
1,850.00
4,441.05
45.54
44,888.72

Loans & Discounts
Stocks & Bonds
Federal Reserve Stock

f

S

.

Roy, New Mexico

In the District Court thereof,
Eighth Judicial District.
John U. Tobler,,
Plaintiff,

,

88,-19-

Condensed Statement of Conditions of .the
)

The Plumlee Hospital
Roy,

pendency:

e
.

ACTION.

State of New Mexico),

GLASSES
We are now prepared to test
your eyes and fit glasses.
Can furnish you any kind of
glasses, or any corrective treatment for the eye you can get
any where.

NOTICE OF

Sátofay-Sepfemf-

d

w

Michelin cords are the
product of the same experience, skill and special
ization that have made
Michelin Tubes the world
acknowledged standard.

r.i-.- d

ve

-

I

-

THE IDEAL C0M3INATI0J)

Michelin Regular or over
size Cords. Michelin Red
Tubes.
d
Ask us for comparative prices
Ring-shape-

I

R. S. Wood Motor Co.

--

.

i

Abstracts Abstracts Abstracts
--

We have the only complete tract index to the Harding
County Records.
.
We have an experienced abstracter m charge of our
'

We give our entire time and attention to the abstract
fett&iness

g
Our abstracts are approved by all loan companies oper-inin Harding County.
We can furnish abstracts promptly, and at a reasonable

'.'.'

charge.-

Harding County Abstract. Co.
1

INCRPOR

Mosquero,

"

--

...

i

.

-

New Mexico.

.

!

.
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The

SpanJsh-America-

Roy, Harding County, New Mexico, '

n,

THE

SPANISH-AMERIC-

GETS PARDON

AN

Rnfus A. Hale. Mora" county
Í
Published By
.
sentenced nearly three and a
PRINTING COMPANY
half years ago to the penitentiaTHE
VVm.
G. Johnson, Associate Lditoi ry for from 25 to 30 years, was
Frank L. Schultz, Editor. ,
conditionally Dardoned by Gover
Subscription $2.00 per year, payable strictly in advance.
nor Mechem late Monday moning
'

:;

SPANISH-AMERICA-

Entered as

second-clas-

matter at the post office in Roy, N.
Registered August 27, 1912.

s

EXECUTIVE OFF.CE SANTA

M.

raCO

,

"

Report of condition of
,
,
;""
BANK OF ROY
at Roy, in the State of .New Mexico, at the close of business on
September 15th, 1922.
'
,,
RESOURCES
'
? , 89,003,. 93
lv" "" Loans and Discounts
,,,
(c) Bonds and securities owned and un- pledged
$880.89
(d) Other stock (other than Federal Reser- 500.00
ve Bank Stock) . . . .
1,380.89
Total Bonds, Stocks, Etc
2,909.25
7
Furniture and Fixtures
3,000.00
8
Other real estate owned . . . . . , .,'..'
9
6,643.51
Net amount due from Banks and Bankers ..
10
Checks on other banks in same town as re- - ,
.
213 . 06
porting bank
11
Checks on other banks outside of same city
1,154.25
13
Coin and Currency
.'f
4,085 . 58
-

N

-

Clemency was recommended
by Judge David J. Leahy, of the
distinct court, who sentenced the
man; several hundred leading ci
tizens of the county, who signed
a netition to the governor; and
the penitentiary board on con
dition that Hale leave isew Mexico.
The penitentiary physician; ac
to the Governor,
the man suffering from heart
disease which was likely to go
progressively worse as long as 16
he remained in a high altitude, 17
and the board believed to have 18
advised his release be made con- 21
ditional on his getting out of the 22
state on this account.

A Pioclimation By The Governor.
property by
Year by year the national destruction of life and of material
loss
annual
total
the
until
.fire has been mounting
000,000
wealth now approximately the enormous sum of $48o,
rate
of about
the
at
resources
needed
This means the wiping out of
daily.
48
lives
of
destruction
to
the
addition
$1,370,00 a day; in
our
In our own sta during the five years ended with 1920,would
sum
that
a
$2,224,899,
of
great
total
fire waste came to
build 444 five thousand dollar homes or many miles of good roads.
During the year 1921 aloríe, the loss by fire in New Mexico amount
Thus it is evident that we have been paying
ed to $987,998.58.
of
full
share
our
the tax levied by carelessness and ignorance m
;
handling fire hozards.
DEMOCRATIC CONVENTION
Since most tires are preventable, the regrettable devastation
(Concluded from page 1)
by burning that takes place day after day, is largely unnecessary.
to relieve withdrew and the contest was
It goes without saying that every effort should be madepreventable
between the three remaining can
by
represented
burden
people
of the
the
didates. having an average of
fire.
30 votes each with Wade
about
State
of
Governor
C.
Mechem,
the
Now therefore, I, Men it
proof New Mexico, by virture of the authority in me vested, do here- generally in the lead. After
Grossaint
ballots,
dozen
bably
a
1922
to
2
9,
by designate and proclaim the period from October
as Fire Prevention Week and I earnestly request that the proper released his delegates and they
with Chamber of Commerce and divided between the other two
city departments,
other organizations, shall arrange interesting and educational ex- candidates with the exception- of
ercises that will impress the importance of the occassion upon the one vote which was cast for
public' mind. I hope that every resident of the state will actively Grossaint. Wade had 45 votes
take part in the observance and that they will remove rubbish and while Sullivan had 464 votes
Sabino suddenly arose and
litter and other hazards about their homes and places of business ; when
1
from Wade to Sulchanged
that they will inaugurate, the personal habit of carefulness. I
was over with
fight
and
livan
the
help
spread
to
shall
by
mention,
editorial
ask that the newspapers,
the doctorine of carefulness; that our school shall adopt systemat- Sullivan as winner by one vote.
The ticket named is an excepic instruction in fire prevention to the end that our state may be
strong, altho the plactionally
live
.
to
'which
place
in
and
better
made a safer
has not very
ing
candidates
of
Only by arousing the public to the appalling situation created
so
of
well
care
taken
far as geoby our excessive fire waste can the evil be corrected.
Done at the Executive Office this the 13th day of graphical location was concerned.
One precinct getting d places
September, 1922
WITNESS MY HAND AND THE GREAT SEAL another two of the 11 places on
the ticket. Roy which has nearly
OF THE STATE OF NEW MEXICO.
one fourth of the votes in the
Merrit C. Mechem,
party slipped out of the race
!i
:
Governor.
with
ATTEST:
butane place on the ticket
m
... Í1
stu .ad 24 of the 92 delealtho
Manuel Martinez,
.
&.&!&' gates
in the convention and only
Secretary of State
rvd
:(:
needed 23 more to nominate any
man oh, .the ticket.
John Gibson, independent canMr. Ells of Hayden. was a
The convention was Very hardidate for 'sheriff of Harding pleasant caller on the S. AP monious and the delegates-werCounty madeXan address to the Thursday and had his name en- loud in their nraiserf or. the cour--,
public at the Lucero Hall Wed- rolled on our largelist'of readers. tesies extended them by the pepr
'""
nesday evening-pie of Roy
;,;V
,'
r
Hon. ,B. F. Brown and wife
It is the intention of this paMr. Eugene Gallegos promi- of ..Mosquero were pleasant call- per to give a life sketch pf each
nent Republican Candidate for ers on the S. A; jduring the road candidate named by each party
sheriff was on the streets of Roy convention. Mr. Brown is a and thé democratic list .will ap
Tuesday. Gene is a hustler and real road booster and was one of pear in next weeks paper and the
Republican list in the issue of
will make a good candidate for the leading workers at the
the 6th.
his party.

C.H. GARNER
Auctioneer

'

No. 85

LONG TERMER

Saturday September 30, 1922.

Mills,-

self-impos- ed

s--

.

L

mi
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!

A

.

-

.
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e

"

.

,

Total

years experience gelling for
the best farmers and breeders in
three states, 8 years a breeder of
Shorthorn cattle and Poland Chi
na hogs. Padegrees understood.
Will go anywhere to conduct
large or small sales.
Write, Wire or Phone at my ex
pense for dates, terms'
,

Demand Deposits'.
Individual deposits
Cashiers checks
Certificates of Deposit ...
". Total Time Deposits

AUCTIONEER
Mills, N. M.
Dates at this office.

General Blacksmith

-

U
25
35
38

and

49,780.90
375. 01

Machine Work,

25,163.92

.

.

reasonable.

Geo E. Cochrane
THE

$ 108,390.47

LIABILITIES
Capital Stock paid in
30,000.00
Y. . .
3,000.00
Surplus Fund
Undivided profits
6,757.67
Reserved for . . .
6,757 . 67
Less current expenses, interest and
laxes paid
70.64
6,687.03

New Mexico.

-

12

cor-din-

,

...

25,163.92

ACETYLENE VELDING AND
DISC ROLLING
$ 108,390.47
Total
AT
THE OLD STAND,
3tate.of. New Mexico, County of Harding, SS. '
WITH THE LIBERTY
We, Henry W. Farmer, Vice President, and R. H. .Bentley,
GARAGE
solemnly
swear that the
Cashier, of the above named bank, do
above statement is true to the best of our knowledge and belief
President
Henry W. Farmer
R. H. Bently, Cashier x .
Correct Attest :
ROY SCHOOLMATES

J

D. Wade,g

'.

Henry W. Fanner,
:
.
M. N. Baker, '
41
.,
Jasper Massagee and John
Kilmurray,
Directors
R:
have withdrawn ñ'om
Buttram
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 21st, day of September,
since our last regrade
3rd
the
1922.
.
port.
Frank L. Schultz,
(SEAL)
'
the 3
entered
Archeleta
Public
Helen
Notary
My Commission expires Oct. 28th, 1922.
rd grade this week.
ROY HIGH SCHOOL
Ruby Lucero enrolled In the
3
6th grade Wednesday.
ENGLISH COURSE,
Visitors of the primary grades-thiFirst Year: Text, Brubacher & Snyder's "High School English,"
week were: Mesdames Weis
Bookl.
Guy Anderson, Towers
dorfers,
Classics :
"".
Scott Baum and County .Superintend..
Class, study
1, "Ivanhbe"
Eliot ent, Mrs. DeFrees.
2. "Silas Marner"
By action of a majority of the
Shakespear
''
3, "Merchant of Venice"
.members,' the children:
board
;
'
'
Lowell
Launfal"
of
Sir
4, "Vision
'
given
a half holiday Tues- were
' Coleridge
.5, "Ancient Maimer".'
vTav :' This iaaa tv crivA f.hft TM- '
""'
;J
'.
Home Reading:
to enjoy the pro-- f
Bunya pils
;
1, .'.'Pilgram's Progress"
.p..-.connection , wth.
given
gram
in
'
'
Stevenson
2, "Treasure Island"
meetng
the"
road
that was held '
Copper
3, "The Spy"
'
weeje
r
Koy
r
in
tnis
Hawthorñé
'
i. 4, "The House of Seven Gables"
Second Year: Text, Brubacher & Snyder's "High School Enghas begun' again on our new
ligh," Book 2.
, I
w,-(1f...,.,V
buildingi
and
school
"
'.;
.
Classics: ', "
Wedneswork'
went
to
Thompson
Scott
Class study; 1, "Lady of the Lake"
'
- Shakespear day morning of this week.
2, "Julius Caesar"
,
'
Conrad Evans and Edith Horn-bakpoe
'
rj
3, "Poems and ales"
enrolled in high school
'
Tennyson
4, "Idylls of the King".' .
week.
this
Home Reading;
Scott James Hodges was absent
1, "Thé Talisman",
Thursday and Friday of last
Cooper
Mohicans"
2, "The Last of the
'
on account cf sickness.
week
' 3, "Mill on the Floss'.'
Eliot
Mrs. Guy Anderson and Mrs.
Goldsmith
4, "Vicar of Wakefield"
Towers were visitor of the eigThird Year:
hth grade room Monday afterText; Long's 'American Literature."
noon:
-

.

.

.

1922-192-

s

v

'

;.

.

;

-

r,

.

'
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'
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Itihere Sxtra Scrtiia is Demanded

irestone Cords Pre
WHEREVER

the

been developed by men whose
of tires life work is the production of

are most severe there
you will find Firestone Cords
in universal use.
The hard jobs seek Firestone. And so well has Firestone responded under difficult
conditions so consistently has
mileage mounted to totals impossible to obtain from ordinary tires that today Most
Miles per Dollar is the buying
slogan of thinking motorists
everywhere.
The blending and tempering
d
cord
'of rubber,
construction, air-ba- g
cure all
these mileage methods have
gum-dippe-

constantly increasing tire values for the public.
Users in this vicinity verify
Firestone reputation, and report almost daily some new
Firestone record of extra distance travelled.
Don't be satisfied to buy
tires buy values the longest
mileage at the lowest price consistent with such reliable performance.
Make Most Miles per Dollar
your principle of tire economy
choose your next tire on
that basis.

MOST
MILES
per
DOLLAR

llf,

tlTtlfi.

-

if
Gum-Dippe-

d

Baker & Scheier,

Cords
Roy, New Mexico.

Classics:
Class study;

Guadaloupe Sandoval is a new
Goldsmith
enrolled in the eighth grade
PUP'
Carlyle

"The Deserted Village"
"Essay on Burns"
"Macbeth"
"The Autobiography"

Shakespear worx.
Harry Lee Judy was absent
Franklin
from school Tuesday.
Home reading;
Meyler Gibbs was absent two
Wister days
1, "The Virginian"
and a half last week on acDickens
2, "David Copperfield"
count
of sickness .
Thackeray
'. 3, "Henry Esmond"
Lusk, jumped from a
Benton
Bulwer-LyttoPompii"
4, "Last Days of
horse Sunday afternoon and inFourth Year:
jured his knee. He has, not
Text, Long's "English Literature"
been able to attend school thia
Classics:
Shakespear week.
Class study: 1, "Hamlet"
The seventh grade enjoyed a
2, "Sir Roger de Coverly Papers" Addison & Steele
program Friday afternoon.
Milton
3, "Paradise Lost," Books I II.
Ernest McBroom has with- -,
Washington drawn
4, "Farewell Address
from the fourth grade and
5, "Bunker Hill Oration"
Webster will enter school
at Raton.
Home reading;
Alvin Farley entered the 4th
Dickens
1, "A Tale of Two Cities"
n

2,

"BenHur

Wallacfc

3, "Lorna Doone"
4, "The Scarlet Letter"

NOTICE
The attention of Farmers and
Stockmen are called to the State
Laws and Village Ordinances,
which prohibit the peddling of
fresh meat. Owners of beef
animals may killed the same and
sell the meat in lots of one quarter of the animal, but cannot
cut the meat into small jpieces
for sale, unless they hold "a peddlers liscence in the village, such
a liscense ''osts $25 for three
months or 100 per year. It is
Further provided in the law
that the person selling meat in
this manner, must have the hide
of the animal with the meat (to
prove ownership) .
Any person violating the laws
and ordinances above referred to,
will be prosecuted.
M. D. Gibbs,
Mayor
Frank L. Schultz,
Clerk.
Mayor Smith and wife, Dr.
and wife and. John Felton
and wife of Mills took in . the
road' ; convention Monday and
..
Tuesday.
,t
Moon

;

NOTICE

Blackmore

Hawthorne
FOR PUBLICATION

Department of the Interior
OFFICE at Clayton

U. S. LAND

New Mexico.

September 14, 1922.

grade Monday.
We are always learning new
things in General History such
as the following "The Egyptians
made statues, mummies and
other works of art." "One of
the King and his son tried' to
rule over the whole country.
This caused a great .revolution
among the people."
"Zoroaster had the people (of
Peria) stand in a row and he did
some miracle thai caused the
people to start a new religion."
Monday September 25, Mac
Castillo enrolled, in the second
grade. C.I. and Henry Knouff
were absent from school Monday
and Tuesday.
Amadio Naranjo returned to
school Wednesday after being
absent on account of sickness.
The Modern Health. Crusaders
are still doing splendid work. We
have ; elected Juneta Bowmaa
and Benjamin Emerson for hea-

NOTICE is hereby given that
Arreta L. Lammon. of Kephart,
N. M., who on August 24, 1920,
made Homestead Entry, No.
026,804, f for S!2, Section 22,
Township 2SN, Range 28E, N.
M. P. Meridian, has filed notice
of intention to make Three Year
Proof, to establish claim to the
land above described, before
Judge F. H. Foster, U. S. Com- misssioner, at Roy, New Mexico,
on the 30th day of October, 1922.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Jay Lammon, Harry Lammon, lth Inspectors. J.L. Drinnon
Arthur Lanfor and Fay Lam- and Wilda Wilkenson for Desk
mon, all of Kephart, New Mex- Inspectors.
-ico.
Lee Kennard was absent from
H.
H.
Errett,
school Monday.
Register.
The fifth grade are putting
.:
out somé fine Art work, also
keeping very neat writing books.
We haver decidéd to call our
Ray Busey the sewing
man visited a few days class "The Hustlers" and "The
this week with home folks, Yra Rustiera".
improve óurVacabularies.
little Jack still knew him.
--

.

7

The Spanish American, Roy, Harding Coanty. New Mexico.

Saturday September 30, 1922.

Report of condition of the
Messrs Nutt Brothers of
"FIRST NATIONAL BANK"
were business visitors
at Roy, in the State of New Mexico, at the close of business on in Roy Wednesday.
September 15th, 1922.
RESOURCES
S. E.TPelphrey, who has the
'
1
Loans and discounts, including rediscounts
contuact for the Solano school
acceptances of other banks, and foreign
building was in Ry on business
bills of exchange or dralts sold with inuor- Monday.
'sements of this bank ... . ..$169,392.96
"
169,392.96
Total loans
Mr. and Mrs. Corn and Mr.
30.45 Eager of Tucumcari were dele$ 80.45
2
Overdrafts unsecured
2,297.64 gates from that place to the road
5
Other bonds, stocks, securities', etc:
1,850.00 convention.
$ 1,850.00
6
Furniture and Fixtures
10,856.45
8
Lawful reserve with Federal Reserve Bank
9
Items with Federal Reserve Bank in proJ. O: (Pat) Green was over
1,372.50 from Clayton inspecting loans
cess of collection
10
Cash in vault and amount due from natiofor Schultz and Johnson last
No. 11958

-

nFairbank
Morse

V z

Pumping engine

Tu-cumc- ari

Foremost Flour
Mill Feed

run Bran, Shorts
at lowest prices

Mill

,

Self Oiling Roller Bearings

Wnd

Mill Oil Once

a Year

Safety Flues

11

Deep Well Pump

4

Well Casing

13

Gass Tipe and Cylinders

14

Stoves and Stove Pipe

'

El-

' Total

Stock Tanks

,

1.737.28
5,877.21

'

$ 224,336'!; 8

.

17
18
19

Auto and Tractor Oils .

at

the old stand.

Capital stock paid in
Surplus fund
.Undivided profits
$3,919.24
c Less current expenses, interest, and taxes
paid
2,528.62
Demand deposits' (other than bank deposits) subject to Reserve (deposits payable
f
witnin ou aaysj :
Individual deposits subject to check '
Certificates of deposit due in less than 30
days (other than for money borrowed)
State, county, or other municipal deposits
secured by pledge of assets of this bank
or surety bond
Total of demand deposits (other than
bank deposits) subject to Reserve, Items
26, 27 and 28
$ 120,204.03
Time deposits subject to Reserve (payablo
aiier óv days or more notice) :
Certificates of deposit- - (other than for
money borrowed)
Total of time deposits subject to Reserve, Item 32
$ 24,465.35
Notes and bills rediscounted, including ac- ' cepfánces
of other banks and foreign bills
of exchange or drafts sold with indorsement of this bank
Liabilities other than those above stated
J 1

C. L. Justice attended the
10,000.00 meeting of the State Bankers As
sociation at Las Vegas last week.
He reports a fine time and a
'
1,390.62 great meeting.

26
27

BAUMBROS
TIN SHOP

T. M. Brown of the Brown- Thompson Construction Co., 01
88,520.00 Ckvis was 111 Roy several days
this week getting ready to re3,972.17 construct the burned Roy school

.

1

28

.

DOD-D-

UNDERTAKER

And

32

LICENSED EMBALMER
Full line of Caskets alwaysq on
hand, also suits and dresses.
Calls answered day or night 40
Phone No. 58
Roy, N. Mex;
Foster Elk.
44

-

building.
27,711.86 UNION AID SOCIETY MEETS

-

-

'

24,465.35
'

8

i

'

vVm

"

Dairy cátté have advanced
50
in the corn belt in six
Months. If you need dairy
calves of any breed, especia- lly Guernsey, or, big type
Poland China Hogs, or any
other breed of stock, write
me for prices and full parti- -

-

.

'

WANTED: To shop for you
where things are cheapest . Household, ready to wear, and farm
implements, anything needed for
home or farm bought on bases
of 10 per cent.
Mrs. J.W. Harley
2825 S. Grand Ave.
Box 31
Los Angeles. Calif.

culars.
L. M.Wagner,

Jesup, Iowa.

Christman

S.

Driller and Contractor

Deep Holes a Specialty
Custom Plowing, Large Tracts
--

I.

.

-

MILLS AND VICINITY

,

h r F.S,!Brówñr;- v'"')
S; Floersheim, ,;;
""
"'
"
'
II.
Directors!
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 25 day of September, 1922
- (SEAL) ,
W.B, Humphries,
'
My Commissipn' Expires
Notary Public
.

ATTENTION FARMERS

James

Correct Attest:

The ladies Union Aid Society
met in regular session at the
Union church last Wednesday
afternoon with six members pres
ent. A this meeting arrangements were mad1 to serve lunch
at a convenient locatjon in the
business part of town on the' day
of the Floersheim Mercantile
Company's drawing October
This Society, will meet again
next Wednesday at the church
and it is the desire of all ot the
memlers that as many visitors
that wish to attend will make
arrangements to meet with the
1;
?
ladies.
.'.v
..

2.

17,854.47
'422.51

Roy Bowman went to Dawson
'
Thursday where he will have an
$ 224,336-9Total
leg
and
of
his
Xray picture taken
State of New Mexico, County of Harding: S.S.
L C ; L. Justice, Cashier of the above named' bank, do solemnly
arm. The government expects
to take care of Roy and see that swear that the above statement is true to the best of my knowled.,,..
he gets a fine artificial arm and ge and beliefs
C.'LV: Justice, Cashier.
leg within thé next few months.

R.F.D.

TH:R

50.00O.ÓC
'

.

I. C.

Four hours from Logan to Roy
m the new Highway: that isn't
bad is it? That is the time
made by the Logan delegates .

LIABILITIES

Wagons and Grain Drills
We are doing business

CHICKEN FEED
I r a B ern s t o r f

'

S. R. Crouse and wife were
4ol.23 down from Mills Monday trading
with Roy Merchants and taking
261.40 in the road convention.

Other assets; if any

16

bows

30,209.86 Wednesday.

nal banks
Amount due from State banks, bankers,
and trust companies in the United States
(other than included in Items 8, 9, and 10)
Checks on other banks in the same city or
town as reporting bank
Checks and drafts on banks (including Fe-- p
deral Reserve Bank) located outside o' city
$ 1.737.28
or town of reporting bank

BAPTIST LADIES MISSION
ARY MEETi
The Baptist Ladies Missionary
Society met with Mrs." W. W.

E ; F. Henry finished-tuccing'the.Mills school" house last
week and it is a building now of
which the town may mdeekl be
nroud of Mr. Henry's work on
that building has won for him
self much more of similar nature
in this community.
H..W. Dykeman and family
have moved into the house re
cently vacated by H. L. Boyd
and family.
Mrs. M. H. Smith left Sun-av for Ford. Kansas, to be at
the bedside of her mother who
is- in a critical condition.
Mrs. Ethes Lohn is renting a
room of Mrs. Dykeman and is
fitting it up with a folding table
and other equipments wnicn are
designed to save space, where
she expects to spend the rest of
tier aays in Daicneior uuss.
H.J. Wyatt of the Mestinito

Gilstrap Thursday, they finish
ed up work on thefourth quilt
also a large number of tea towels
which they are sending to Mont
ezuma College at Las Vegas, N
M. . The usual round of business was transacted. It was
voted to jsend $10 to Miss Bellah
Fonvell, Matron of the Baptist
orphants home at Portales to be
used to clothe a little boy that
the socety has clothed the past
year . There were sixteen mem neighborhood made a trip to
bers present. The next meeting
'
day last week
will be at Mrs. Chas. Weatherills Springer one
his Ford tourtraded
where
he
(Thursday October 5th. Visitors
truck, with
Ford
a
ing
car
for
always welcome.
the garage man at that piale.
II , L. Boyd returned Sunday
from Las Vegas where he attend
ed a meeting of the State Bank
He carried off
ers Association.

-

IE

wage-earne- rs

The late James J. Hill, the master railroad builder,
declared that the man who could not or would not save
money did not have the seed of success within him; he
was foredoomed to failure and might as well drop out of
.

o

,

-

Mosquero Abstract and Title Company
(Incorporated and Bonded.)
ABSTRACTS FURNISHED PROMPTLY ON ALL
LANDS IN HARDING COUNTY.

Insurance of all kinds.
Special attention given to examining titles.
Conveyances.
Mosquero, New Mexico.
,

the honors of being elected Vice

FA
iliDoers

and

Hose

We have a complete line of
HEATHER MTXED
WOOL HOSE
Now on display

oy Trading Co.

President of the Association.
G. W. Powell of the Independ
nce neighborhood is thrashing
beans northwest of town. Farm
ers in tnat community repon
that their beans are not making
the expenses of harvesting.
Mrs. Ira Thetford assisted in
the bank last week during cashier Boyd's absence.
mov., J. M. Winch and family
ed last week into the house recently vacated by H. W. Dykeman.
D. J. Hollcpeter returned last
week from Kansas, where he has
had employment for the sum
mer. .,
Elmer Holcomb returned Friday from Baldy where his father
has interests in a gold mine.
Miss Harrett Beck spent the
week end in Roy the guest of
Miss Jeanett Lusk.
Charles Hernandez of Santa
Fe is visiting his parents here
this week.
A. D. Hurford and wife, and
Mrs. T. A. Turner visited Mrs.
Turner, Mrs. Paige near Colmor
Wednesday

night.'

.

and

Wednesday

Billy Bartram- - has purchased
the stock of goods of Wm . Schoe
nerstodt and has taken possesion
.

01 samo .

.

the race.
But the mere having of money and it3 accumulation ' ;
is only a means-t- the end, and the building of even a mod "
est fortune requires that a man should have the judg"'
ment to discern investment opportunities .
The ambitious , man wants' to increase his income;
and when he has spare money he should have the'judger'
' ments
that will give him the best return. :
Our message to you is this . That as a disinterested ;
party
,serving you only .yoür Banker we are in posi- ,:.
tion to advise you on every business move' or investment7.
you may caré tó maké-Sta- rt
todayLet. this be 'your
.bank;

.

i

ROY. NEW MEXICO-

THRIFT is based on common sense. Thrift is not
stinginess. A stingy man is not thrifty: he is merely
'
mean.
The need for thrift real thrift is evidnced by facts.
A verjf small percentage of men reach old age posses
sed of independent means.
do not make
It is true that most
enough money in the course of a lifetime to save enough
to be even modestly wealthy at old age. Nevertheless
hundreds of thousands of payroll men and women do save
enough during their productive years to keep the wolf
from the door in their old age and have comforts and even
luxuries that would not be theirs had they fritted away
small and seemingly insignificient sums of money in the
earlier years,

E. F. HENRY
CONTRACTOR
Cement, $tucco and Plasterer
TtOY,

'

NEW MEXICO

THE UNIVERSAL CAR

.

Baker & Scheier
Authorized FORD
Sales and Service

Fordsoxv
"TOE UNIVERSa TRACTOR

Americanly, narding

The SpanisH

MRS.

OVERHEAD LESS THAN

Snrvprintendent
John
cfofa
uva
Conway shows that the administrative cost of vocational work
for the past year was less ui
These clairs
iwcivc pi
audited
figures
by
supported
are
by the state ana ieaerai unu- -

lties.
Figures sebmitted by Supenn- Prmwftv ahnw an envía- -'
ble record of administration etti- ciency and set a mark ior low ov
rhead cost that tew business con
cerns can equal, final auuits
by the Federal government show
that the cost of administration
and supervision of this worje was
only S8.026.03, while the total
expenditure for the work by
state, ieaerai, ana iocai cuinmu-nitie- s
vas $72,546.05.
oi teacu
In addition to training
.L
r
i
and
reimoursemeiu
ers
trade
and
agriculture
chool for
education, aid was given to carry
t
w
n part tmvi

N

.;

Cool Weather

:

;

1

Changeable Weather

'l

'

"

-

I
'

?

'

Yes,

Summer is almost gone,
and w ith the advent of the cooler
Fall weather will come the

te
arid twelve

v

So, if you need any Cough SyruP,
or Cold Tablets, of something to

V"

rub on the Chest, come in and
see our large assortment of all
the leading brands of all these
articles' as well as a good stock

X

um-u-n-

of the official remedies.

oa

of $1,711.10,
wpro maintained m
different localities at a total cost
of $1,262.00.
Savings were made in numerous ways. The position of
director was allowed to
emain vacant upon the resigna
former arTXintee.
tion
a
blVt nf th
Mr. Conway acted as the execulames MpCandteM, Imperial
tive officer in charge of all voca
of the Ancien Arabic Ortional work, and was airecuy
der Notfles of the Myitic Shrine,
Mcnnncihla TO fVlP State BORTO
wai greeted by fifty thouaand noTKiia fnrm of organization saved
bles from all parts of the U. 5.
annual
the
at
appeared
he
when
the state the salary and travelconclave at Atlantic City.
ing expenses of a director . In
addition to this saving there
was a saving of $2,784.40 from
administrative vocational
other
NEW
DAVIS INTRODUCES
saving on vocaKIND OF CAMPAIGNING funds.. The
tional rehabilitation . probably
was the largest single item repJudge Davis, the Republican resented, and amounted to
candidate for United States Sen'
ator, has introduced a new type
schools main
days
thirty
Over
of campaigning in New Mexico, tained classes in agriculture,
in the series of brief statements
trade sub- to the voters which ILU1I1V
sufficiently
jects of a standard
appear from week to week in high to allow them to receive re- this paper.
muursement irom ieaerai iunus:
In the first of these state- while
the standards in many oth
ments Judge Davis presented his er schools
were raised and the
position on the tariff. This work improved by the aid given
week he states his stand and by Superintendent Conway and
that- nf his nartv on foreign re
lations. It is understood that in his assistants.
statements to follow he will preHon. Charles Springer, Chairsent his position on other natof the State Highway Comman
outstanding
of
questions
ional
attended the Texas-Nemission
importance.
in Roy
Whether voters favor or op- Mexico Highway meeting
called
was
he
however,
Monday,
pose Judge Davis, these stateMonday
late
teltgram
by
away
popa
ments are likely to strike
'
aJular note because of the brevity ?.ening.
feawhich is their outstanding
Luis Baca a member of the
ture and the fact that each one
Board of education was
County
concentrates into two or three
a
visitor in Roy Friday
Viisinis3
essential
brief paragraphs the
By the way Luis
Saturday.
subject matter of a whole politi- and
commissioner
for
candidate
is
cal speech.
on the Democratic ticket in the
second commissioner district.
NOTICE TO PATRONS
eve-ciaaa-

First New Mexico Woman to
Seek Seat in tne unueu

Ü Ü O

States Congcess.

v.

Republican Candidate is Lineal
.Descenoant oi wo
Famiies of old Spain, Candidacy Attracts National Attention and Interest.

FAIRVIEW PHARMACY
The Roy Drug Store

te

$5,-048.-

rl

w

Last v,3k we had published
for your benefit a copy of the
Compulsary Attendance Law.
We hope you have read it and
understand it. Your compliance
with it may prevent an unpleasant experience on your part.

FOR SALE
Sows, one

C.

Reason
Polasp-e- .

27.
AiKnmiAivmp N.- -M.- Sent.
.
.
luwu- " -" X l , - .Via
w- rri
NHL niii: la
k.ax. TirSl
.a tha
in iuvl I LAl

U.

gether with the picturesque tarn
inh trMa her an
cestory back to two of the illustrious families of old Spain, "
I
have aroused national interest
de- occurred
brought
a
death
and
whose
Army,
and attention
luge oí rtquesis w wwuquciyu shortly after their marriage.
wi.vupvf.-- T
írwauau
There were no children.
Warren went to iNew
photographs and information
Mrs
as-- w.,TJt, Ailolinn Otpro-VvaYork City in 1912 to become
ren, the Republican candidate for sociated with Miss Ann Morgan:
representative.
in thn notable Vacation .commuin
Mrs. Warren has never oeena te work among poor children
one
the
and
publicity
metropolis,
the
seeker after
when the
photograpn made tor use in her in this work until 1914recalled her
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NOTICE .FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior
U. S. LAND OFFICE at Clayton..
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Expert workmanship
Battery work a specialty
We are equipped to wash your car
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New Mexico, on the 28th day of
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I). M. Martinez who has been
called to serve on the Federal
Petit Jury for the last two weeks
oí the term left for Santa Fe
Sunday noon.
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year old, with 8 pigs,

each two weeks old.
T. M
able. Cash.
Mills, New Mexico.

Cameron Bazzill
Supt. of Schools
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Cannty, New Mexico,
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DANIEL K. SADLER
Attomey-ai-La-

International Bank
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RATON, N. M.

All orders carefully filled and promptly shipped by express or Parcel Post Our membership in the Florists 'Telegraph Delivery Association enables us to deliver Flowers
for you anywhere in the United States, on a few hours

notice."

Raton Greenhouses .

"THE NAYLOBS""'-PEaton, N.
0. Drawer 349
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Southwest News
New Mexico

rAMínA TVkl "T was ttviAa fViA
impression that my eldest daughter had
some internal trouDie
i h5m!!:í
Í as ever since the first
time her sickness apI
peared she had to go
to Dea ana even caa
to trait school once
for a week. I always
's
take Lydia E.

1

Pink-ham-

Vegetable

Compound myself so
I gave it to her and
she has received
I great benefit from it.
I You can use this let
ter for a testimonial if you wish, as I
cannot say too much about what your
medicine has done for me and for my
WM. S. Hughes,
daughter."-M- rs.
Greenville, Delaware.
Mothers and oftentimes grandmothers
have taken and have learned the value
of Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound. So they recommend the medicine to others.
medicine is what
any
The best test of
it has done for others. For nearly fifty
years we have published letters from
mothers, daughters, and women, young
and old, recommending the Vegetable
Compound. They know what it did for
them and are glad to tell others. In
your own neighborhood are women who
know of its great value.
Mothers daughters, why not try it I
-

-

DON'T
DESPAIR
If you are troubled with pains or
aches; feel tired; have headache,
indigestion, insomnia; painful passage of urine, you will find relief in

GOLD MEDAL

The world's standard remedy for Iddney,
liver, bladder and uric add troubles and
National Remedy of Holland since 1696.
Three sizes, all druggists.
Look (or the name Gold Medal oa erery bos
end accept no imitation -

BE ATT Y IN EVERY BOX
a medicated snow whit) cream
for the complexion. Remores
pirapliw, mema. etc A wondnr-fu- l

"KBHMOLA" Is
that does wonder

tan,

face bleach.

Mail II. 6.

ifllEtf BoOKLMT.I

Cuticura Soap
For the Hands
--

IS IDEAL- -

Soap 25c, Ointment 25 and 50c, Tilcnm

Nov

El

air

25c

to replace old.
abotild be grow-lug all me time.
It will if too

lodar It'e
Don't get bald, get
much mure pleasant. AC au pooa anifrgisia, toc
CWwib, Hawai Toa.
or direct from

Toole

W. N. U., DENVER, NO.

22.

Parasols Used as Pets.
Among the latest fashion novelties
for women are parasol handles specially carved In wood and then enameled In the shapes of portraits of pet
dogs and birds.

and Arizona

LAXATIVES
Discovery by Scientists Has Replaced
"
Them.

Pills and salts give temporary
lief from constipation only at the
pense of permanent Injury, says an
eminent medical authority.
Science hus found a newer, "better
way a means as simple as Nature
itself.
In perfect health a natural lubricant
keeps the food waste soft and moving.
But when constipation exists this natural lubricant is not sufficient. Medical authorities have found that the
gentle lubricating action of Nujol most
closely resembles that of Nature's own
lubricant. As Nujol Is not a laxative
it cannot gripe. It Is In no sense a
And like pure water It Is
medicine.
harmless and pleasant.
Nujol Is prescribed by physicians;
used in leading hospitals. Get a bottle
from your druggist today. Advertisereex-

ment.
Opposite Views.

According to an announcement made
by Sidney M. Well, actual work on tne
Santa Fé & Northwestern Hallway
line from Bernalillo to the Jemenz
coal and timber region will be started
about the. first of October.

From newsboy to university president at the age of 33 is the record of
Floyd Heck Marvin, M.A., Ph.D., for
more than three years dean and assistant director of the University of California, Southern Branch, at Los An
geles. Floyd Heck Marvin is the new
president of the University of Arizona.
With reports in from every one of
Arizona's fourteen counties the figures
show that former Gov. George W. P.
Hunt has plied up a majority of 3,946
votes over Charles B. Ward of Phoenix, the defeated candidate, in the contest for the Democratic nomination for
governor.
The total vote, is : Hunt,
20,758 ; Ward, 16,812.
The forest service has just opened a
new road from Magdalena through the
Datll national forest to the Gila forest
boundary, according to a report of C.
A. Long, district engineer of the forest
Three heavy grades which
service.
heretofore made the road almost impassable, have been cut down and the
entire route will be In good shape.
The First National Bank of Hope,
N. M., was stripped of Liberty Bonds
nnd all its securities, according to S.
S. Ward, president, In a statement regarding the alleged shortage of approximately $08,000 found by a national
bank examiner. No trace has been
found of Hugh M. Gage, missing cashier. Mr. Ward said the peculations
from the bank had beep going on for
six years.
The weather bureau office at Santa
Fé, N. M., reports that the month of
August averaged much above the normal in temperature and much below
in precipitation. The heat was intense
over much of the state. Barring August, 1901, it was the hottest August in
years. The month
the last thirty-twbegan with rather high temperatures,
which rose higher till the 4th and 5th,
passing 100 degrees at many of the
lower altitude and valley stations.
Edward F. Winkler, a member of a
band of six men who attempted to hold
up the Golden State Limited on the
Chicago, Hock Island & Pacific, at
Jaynes station, six miles from Tucson,
Ariz., on May 15, was arrested In Albuquerque.
He admitted his identity
and told officers a detailed story of
the attempted holdup, in which H.
Stewart, an express messenger, killed
Tom .Diipat, one of the holdup men,
and foiled the plans of the band.
Because Walter Weflin, a convict,
has'a disease of the "joints that Is stiffening them and In time Is likely to
affect his jaws so that he can't open
them, he was given a pardon by Governor Mechem of New Mexico. The
man's condition was reported to the
governor by Dr. E. W. Flske, penitentiary physician, who, according to the
governor, advised he be released at
once because the penitentiary didn't
have facilities to take care of a case
of this kind.
Policeman George W. Harding will
have to face trial on a charge of fatally shooting Wylie Raymond Colvin
the youth who was wounded by a buland
let from the officer's revolver,
who died the following day at St. Joseph's hospital in Phoenix, The coroner's jury Investigating the affair
handed in a verdict to the effect that
thp Laveen youth met his death as the
result of a wound caused by a bullet
fired from a revolver In the hands of
the policeman.
o

citizen and his wife are under surveillance and that an arrest was probable,
city police and deputies from Sheriff
John Montgomery's office in Phoenix
are working on the theory that Guy
Dernier was strangled to death. The
theories that Dernier came to his death
by drowning or ttiat he died of heart
failure while swimming In the Arizona
canal were abandoned when the coroner's jury returned a verdict that
Dernier "came to his death by asphyxiation, cause undetermined."
J. 0. Clay, president of the Duran-go- ,

KeepYbur
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BALKAN

HALT PLANS
KEMALISTS

Victims of stomach trouble and
CLAIMS rheumatism often find that when their
stomach Is set in order, the
Thousands of people

FOR WAR

RETIRE FROM

NEU-

TRAL ZONE WHEN BRITISH
.

THREATEN

BATTLE.

y

.

medicine."
Badly digested food fills the whole
- Paris. The return of Turkey to system with Dolsons.
Rheumatism
Europe was assured when Great Brit- and many other complaints not genain, France and Italy, at the final ses- erally recognized as having their origin In the stomach quickly respond to
sion of the allied conference, unanimously agreed to concede all the Na- the right treatment Get a bottle totionalist peace terms. The Turkish-claim- day at any good druggist Advertiseto Eastern Thrace to the Mar- ment.
s

ital river, rfnd Including the ancient
Turkish capital of Adrianople, were
approved as peace terms that can be
supported by France, Great Britain
and Italy In a joint Invitation sent to
Mustapha Kemal Pasha, the Nationalist leader, to a peace conference to be
held at Venice at the earliest possible
date.
The Kemalists must agree not to
enter the present neutral zone along
the straits, nor make any crossing
elsewhere, and must accept complete
freedom of the Dardanelles, the Sea of
Marmora and the Bosphorus, preferably under the League of Nations.
In addition to other concessions,
Turkey, is promised the support of the
three allies for admission to the
League of Nations and also withdrawal of the allied troops from Constantinople as soon as peace becomes
effective.
- The allied decision came as a big
surprise, for British officials had declared that Great Britain would not
approve any of the Turkish claims In
advance of the peace conference. The
change in this policy came in an exchange of many messages between
Lord Curzon and Premier Lloyd
'

George.
Although

the-repl-

Enterprising Twins. ".
Gustaf and Wllhelm Dyresen, twin
brothers, were born In Sweden on
They entered the
March 26, 1850.
Naval academy when of age together
and ever since have been running neck
and neck for naval honors. Each has
held nearly every Important pos$ In
the Swedish navy. They are now vice
admirals and have only one more rung
In the ladder to climb before reaching
the grade of .admiral.

toms of kidney trouble.
Dr.
Don't delay starting treatment.
If there Is "anything better than
a physician's preKilmer's Swamp-Rooloving.
scription, obtained at any drug store, may be loved it is
be just the remedy needed to overcome

to

t,

Relief!
Sure
IfiDlGESTIOfJ

such conditions.
Get a medium or large size bottle immediately from any drug store.
However, if you wish first to teBt this

FOR

great preparation send ten cents to Dr.
Kilmer & Co., Binghamton, N. Y.t for a
sample bottle. When writing be sure and
mention this paper. Advertisement.

Watch Cuticura Improve Your Skin.
On rising and retiring gently smear
the face with Cuticura Ointment.
Wash off Ointment In five minutes
with Cuticura Soap and hot water. It
Is wonderful what Cuticura will do
for poor complexions, dandruff,' Itching
and red rough hands. Advertisement

-

VeaJiilt

A Hard Luck Record.

Richard Luze, driving his car to
town, skidded Into a telephone pole.
Coming back with the garage man to
clear up the wreck he found thieves
had stripped It of tires and fixtures.
Walking home in the rain two highwaymen with howlUers took all his
cash, a watch and his package of plug
Tiny Township Has MiQhty Thirst.
Rumuruti, a tiny township in Kenya cut away from him. Finally reaching
colony, in East Africa, claims the dis- home Luze discovered lightning had
tinction of being the thirstiest town struck the barn killing a $250 Missouri
in the empire, according to the London mule and that the hived man had lit
correspondent at Nalrotsi. out with the family savings amounting
Times'
There are ten adult Europeans in the to $140. This made Luze a loser five
settlement, which has now four liquor times in one day. Capper's Weekly.
licenses and is planning to have a
hotel.
If you would keep your friends don't
let them envy you.
l.

'

8USPENDERS

full rear'f wear or more guaranteed CSe and He).
Men's Garten (60c) and Hoee Supporter, (all liiee,
26c). No rubber to rot from beat or sweat. Phosphor B rouse BoaUeat Spring! gire the itretch.
ASRVOUMOtALKM. Uheean'traprrrrl,eend
direct, firing; dealer'! name. Accept no eubititote.
Look for guarantee
Get the genuine
and name on buckle. Write lor itory of
Spring Stretch.
COMPANY
STRECH SUSPCNDE
A

future date.
These Interesting finds were made
by Dr. Noerlund, a Danish scientist
while excavating In ancient' burial
grounds In the southwestern part of
eetf Wmritn Lmm
atetwelM VeaeectwrerecAw-ITeGreenland. They are the only existing
Adrlaa. Mick.
Dept. O
specimens In the world of garmepts
worn by men in the Thirteenth and
Fight Over Latin and Greek.
Fourteenth centuries. Being deposited
In the frozen earth for about 600 years 'A bitter war is being waged In the
has preserved them ' from destruction French parliament over the retention
of Latin and Greek as compulsory
by moth and age.
studies in French colleges. Socialists
and others with modern Ideas want
WOMEN HEED SWAMP-ROO- T
them and give more attention
to manual training and industrial sub- Tkn.tir1a nf women have kidney and Jects. Catholics and conservatives in)
general see great danger to the state
bladder trouble and never suspect it.
Women's complaints otten prove u m in abandoning the study of the lan
nothing else but kidney trouble, or the guages from which French was de
result of kidney or bladder disease.
rived. America was cited as having:
If the kidneys are not in a healthy con- brought studies up to date, but
organs
other
cause
the
may
they
dition,
was made that even in America'
to become diseased.
Pain in the back, headache, loss of am- a certificate as expert wood chopper
i
bition, nervousness, are often times symp- would not help In matriculation.

everywhere have testified that Tanlac
has freed then, of both troubles simulMr. Robert Trotter, 148'
taneously.
State St, St. Paul, Minn., says:
"About a year ago I began to go
down hill. Sour stomach and rheumatism In my arms and shoulders kept
me In misery nil the time. Since taking Tanlac all my aches and pains
have gone, and my stomach is m nne
shape. I'm glad to endorse such a fine

6

BCLL-AN-S

Hot water

Sure Relief
25$ and 754 Packages. Everywhere
w.e

eu,nu.

PARKER'S
HAIR BALSAM
rlamOTmDanuTOff-atoiwHa-

Falling

lr

Ksatoraa Colee- - and '
Beatrtr to Gray and Faded Hairl
eue. ano ai.w at irrurruoa.
W.
Ttlawii Chem. WtB. Patriiun nr.

T.

HINDERCORNS
pala, rneurca
loneee. ete., etopo

romfort to Ilia
all
feet, mauea walking eacv. Ifiu. by mall or at Drug
gilta. Ulsoox Chemical Worke, Fatchogne. N. X-

BTART A CLEANING, TRESSING
.
AND DYEING SHOP
Splendid field, excellent profita. Plan sent
SYSTEM.
THE! INTERNATIONAL
free.
Dept. 10, EXCELSIOR SPRINGS, MO.
Write (or leaflet "How to Get
TRAPPERS
B. F. BURNS,
Coyotee," by an
8301 Elm St., Graham Sta., Los Angeles, Cat.

the British Insist that
A man who probably knows says
their chief demand, mainly freedom of there never was a meal so expensive
We must all pay for experiences:
the straits, is embodied in the condi- as the free lunch.
there are no passes.
tions; it Is generally conceded that this
unanimous decision marks a reversal
of policy on the pari of Great Britain,
and is considered here a victory for
French diplomacy. . it. Polncare expressed the belief that the Near East
crisis is over and that all danger of a
clash Is past.
"lU'OULD you use'a steam shovel to move a pebble? Certainly not. Implements
Constantinople.-7-T- he
British officials announce that a Turkish force of
are built according to the work they have to do.
;
1,100 cavalry which crossed the neutral zone at Chanak retired on Balram
Would you use a grown-up- 's
remedy for your, baby's ills? Certainly.iiot.
i
Jlk following a meeting between the
commanders of the Turkish and Britare prepared according to the work .THEY have to do.
: Remedies
ish forces. No shots-- were fired. The
flag.
The
under
a white
Turks retired
.. All this is preliminary to reminding you that Fletcher's Castoria was sought
.
Turks stopped their advance when
the British notified the Turkish comout, found and is prepared solely as a remedy for Infants and Children." And let
mander that a farther forward movestuff that
ment would cause the British to open
this be a warning against Substitutes, Counterfeits and the Just-as-go- od
fire, a

Some More Truths.

,

Six Killed as Army Plane Crashes.
Mineóla, N. T. Six army men were
killed when a Martin bombing plane
crashed to the' ground following a nose
The machine caught on fire.
dive.
Three of the men were killed outright
and the others died soon after. The
bodies of Lieutenant Davis and two
of the men were in the wreckage.
Three men had been thrown clear of
the machine, indicating that they had
risen at the last second and" were
standing when the nose of the machine
lilt the ground. The injured were
bruised and battered terribly. Fragments of the plane were scattered over
an area of 300( square feet.
Rail Injunction Sustained.
Chicago. In the most Important decision ever handed down to organized
labor in Federal Court, United States
Judge James H. Wilkerson sustained
the temporary writ of Injunction obtained by the government against the

may be all right for you in all your strength, but dangerous for the little babe.
All the mother-lov- e
that lies within your heart cries out to you: Be true to
Baby. And being true to Baby you will keep in the house remedies specially
prepared for babies as you would a baby's food, hairbrush, toothbrush or sponge.
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A doctor in the house all the time would be a good idea. Tet you
can't afford to keep a doctor in the family to keep baby well or prevent sickness. But you can do almost the same thing by having at
hand a bottle of Fletcher's Castoria, because it is a wonderful remedy
for indigestion, colic, ieverishnjss, fretfulness and all die other disorders that result from common ailments that babies have.
Fletcher's Castoria is perfectly safe to use. It is a harmless substitute for Castor Oil, Paregoric, Drops and Soothing Syrups. Children
cry for Fletcher's Castoria, and mothers recommend it because they
have found it a comfort to children and a mother's friend.
If you love your, baby, you know how sweet it is to be able to
help baby when trouble comes. You cannot always call upon a doctor.
But doctors have nothing but good to say of Fletcher's Castoria, because they know that it can only do good that it can't do any harm
and they wouldn't want you to use for baby a remedy that you would '
'
use for yourself.
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striking rail workers. Judge Wilker
son in a lengthy review of the case
said the defendants could not deny
knowledge and responsibility for the
widespread violence which has marked
the strike. Partial settlement of the
strike, he held, has not affected th
right of the government to obtain a
Colo., Exchange, during a recent nationwide injunction.
visit to Aztec, reported that $3,300,000
In land subscriptions had been raised Fire Sweeps Atlanta Business Section
Atlanta, Gu. Fire cut a wide hole
for the new southern outlet railroad
from this part of the state to Gallup. in the center of the downtown busiThe drive for the remaining $700,000 ness block surrounded by Whitehall,
the
is now on and It is expected that the Alabama and Broad streets, and
yards.
& Atlantic
railroad
Western
necessary $4,000,000 will be raised by
uppuratus
Every piece of
the end of the present month. If the was used to bring the flumes under
drive is successful, and It Is expected
control. The fire was started In a four-storthat It will be, it is thought that actuon the west side ol
building
al construction work on the new railstreet between Alabama
Whitehall
road will be started by the first of the
street and the'Peachtree viaduct.

His "Gad ! What a short skirt that year.
girl is wearing I" Hers "Heavens I
An effort will be made to hold next
What long legs she has!"
year's annual civilian military training camp at Fort Huachuca, Ailz., InPeople will work hard for their
stead of at Fort Bliss, Tex., according
fun. Do you remember when bicycling to a statement made In Nogales by Col.
pastime?
was
A. J. MacNab, Jr., commanding officer,
United States Inof the Twenty-fiftfantry stationed there.
A big meeting of the farmers In the
v.y
s. vicinity of Artesla, N. M., was held at
t
b m
the rooms of the Chamber of ComMP Morn in ú .
merce, when the matter of the annual
Alfalfa Festival was taken up. It Is
likely that the big festival will be held
Clear
Cara Soak Murine Co.ChieaSo.UA
Write for Free
during the month of October.

WW ÍIRIN

MEETS

EUROPE.

Hinting that a prominent Phoenix

FREEDOM FROM

ENGLAND

Ancient Costumes in Greenland.
Men's costumes of the Thirteenth
and Fourteenth centuries have been
They are in an
found In Greenland.
excellent state of preservation and resemble the clothes worn by Dante In
the published pictures of the Italian
poet. They are not yet open to public
view, but may be exhibited at some

Dyspepsia Are
Soon Ended

PEACE TERMS

From All Over

Head This Letter from Mrs.
W. S. Hughes

.

Rheumatism and

ALLIES GRANT

AMD

DAUGHTERS

mu

SPANISH-AMERICA-

.

Man Retracts Confession.
Kansas City, Mo. Tony Dinello,
slaying his
who recently confessed
two daughters with a hammer and
throwing their bodies Into the Missouri river, has rescinded his confession, according to police. The Italian
is said to have told authorities that
he was "not himself" when he made
the confession, and that he Incriminated himself because the police got
mad and he wnnted them to If ave him
alone. Dinello stated that he suspect
ed a man who had been working on
bridge near his home.
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READ THE BOOKLET THAT
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Van Brunt Wheat Drill
16-- 8
Van Brunt Wheat Drill
14-Van Brunt Wheat Drill
John Deer No. 100 Farm Trucks
Weber Wagons' Standard 314
Columbus Farm Trucks
Deering Shredder, $240.00 Value
8
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&

127.50
118.00
45.00
195.00
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grandisement.
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Present world conditions have fully justified
the foresighted stand of the Republican partv
which resulted in the overwhelming decision of
this nation to keep itself free from foreign

'

STEPHEN B. DAVIS, JR- candidate for United States Senator.

0

The League is in existance today, but instead
of world peace we see the f Iame3 of battle and
massacre consuming Asia Minor, and Europe
likely to be swept by the spreading conflagraton.
Now we are told that the League does hot
function efficiently because the United States
is not a member of it, which in plain language
means that our men and our money should be
sacrificed in the cause of foreign jealousies,
hatreds, hopes for revenge and longings for ag-

'

k

Republican

$1-1-

.

r

if

per can 16c
Bee Brand, Solid pack Tomatoes, No 2 i $3.50 per case,
each $1.20
Wash Boilers, large heavy galvinized, while they last,
Half Gallons per Doz.
Ball Man fruit Jars, Pts, 90c, Qts
51b can $205
Schilling Coffee, 1 pound can 46, 2 '2 Id can
Dresses,
School
thing
for
Plaids,
just
the
Vogue
Renfrew New
Dress
65 value, per yard 39
Printed Flaxon, six patterns, 40 value, per yard 19
Bagdad Tissue, three patterns, per yard 15
ADIES & CHILDREN SWEATERS. See our di&play at bargain prices.
Men's extra good) quality Overalls, high back, while they last. $1.33
Men's Hats, asJartment extra quality,
value, while they last, each 9$f
$1-0- 5

Sil

-

l

VERY

Two years ago the Democratic Party told the
American people that a League of Nations
'
would. solve international dissensions and bring
peace to the world .
,

0

AND

v

V-

140.00

HEATERS, SEE OUR DISPLAY
LOW PRICES

1053.

HO,

n

$W00

20-- 6

'

Saturday ScpfrmW

BARGAINS'

Beginning October 2nd, and for several weeks following, we will offer for sale agood number of items
in merchandise from our Mills, N;M , store, at prices
that you cannot afford to piss up, and they will be
items that every farmer will need during the Fall and
Winter. Also the items that will be offered to you
are items of "QUALITY FIRST." During the first
two weeks of this sale we list herewith a few M the
many bargains that will be offered.
1

'

&Hnty7New' Mexico."'

STEPHEN B. DAVIS, Jr.

$3-5- 0

asms

O. T. Flour, first week only, 48 lb. sack
$1.65, 96 lb. $3.15, 500 lb. $3.10 per cwt,
1000 lbs. at $3.00 per cwt.
frictW " ftfSt week only, Swastika Fancy
VUal Lump, $9.50 per ton. Nut $9.00 ton

3.

WATCH FOR OUR DAILY QUOTATIONS ON

PRODUCE

Many other special bargains in merchandise
not here listed.

'WilSOH-ífí- o

t

CONVENTION
'lis property; further that each HIGHWAY
Concluded from page 1)
assessor that willingly and know
Passed by the Harding Cnnty
ved. The finance committee re
according to value should be pu- ported a nice balance In the
Democratic Convention.
nished the same as the party treasury to begin the new years
We, the Democratic Party of who made such frandulent re- work with. They also asked
Harding County New Mexico, turns .
that all towns pay a small assess
year
in Convention assembled in thr
We believe with such legisla ment during the 1922-2town of Roy, on the 22nd axiC tion the tax rate will be lowered and that any town which had
3rd day of September. 1922 and more justice done all the 'not paid the 1921-2- 2 assessment
"aver the establishment thru people.
to do so at once.
an enlightened public sentiment
A resolution was passed askour,
condem
of
Wé
action
the
tf .the six day ' week industry, President Harding in his veto of ing the towns of Texas and some
for the seventh day and holidays the Soldier Bonus bill.
few towns of New Mexico to give
.
the payment of overtime when
good
We favor
roads but dis- a heartier support to the assosuch employment is necessary.
approve of red tape and swivel ciation as it was the wish of the
We call the attention of utter chair expense.
delegates that all towns on the
collapse of the State Adminisby at
county Highway be represented
tration under the Republican in We demandbe that each auto- least two delegates at each meetthe state
allowed its
rule beginning with the scandle
ing of the Association.
tax
and
urge
mobile
that our letreasstate
of
office
the
in the
Tucumcari and Spinger wera
urer, then tne auditors oince, gislature pass such a bill .
the contending towns for the
We also favor the passage of next years meeting but Springer
the. department of education and
Towner-Sterlin- g
the
bill .
following
in
asylum
insane
the
won out. and will have the honor
And be it further resolved that of entertaining ,next years meetraoid succession
",'Át present .time an investiga we extend, a vote of thanks to ing of the Texas-NeMexico
tion of the. penitentiary by the the people of Roy for the splen- - Highway Association and this
board. L.the Penitentiary Com- - did entérjtáinment and treatment means that we will have a fine
ission a majority of whom are giVen us during the convention! entertainment and a great meet-- !
tepublicans, discloses a cQiidit'on
ing for the Springer people are
('.; .Committee on Resolutions.
of. affairs that is a disgrace to
real boosters and - Springer can
r;
A.Pendleton;;
,
the state and yet this same inV
Chairman expect at least 500 visitors r at
stitution a few short years ago Attest:
the meeting. .
Arrangements are being made
during the Democratic adminisW.S. Foster,
tration of Governor Wm. C.
Secretary.
(A dr.) irto complete the permanant mark
McDonald ranked with the leadmg, and logging of the road
ing penal institutions of the coun
from piainview, Texas to Taos,
try for diciplinp and order.
New Mexico and this work will
iTttiiiir'iH.ii
We believe that our schools
be completed within the hext
should be the best in the land,
few months. The secretary noti
IT'S TOASTED
fied the Association that tempobit the school system should be
one extra process
conducted along the lines of
rary markings had been made
which gives a
of
strict economy and
from Tucumcari to Mosquero,
delicious flavor
the taxpayers raised for educabut these will be changed to steel
tional purposes be not dissipatmarkings within a short time,
ed by the department heads in
Mr. Springer of the State Highpleasure trips to seaside resorts
way Commission notified the
and other nonesential diveriors.
organization that a bridge would
We condem the Republican Ad
be placed across Ute Creek near
ministration ,, for vermitting a
the Eufracio Gallegos residence
complete change of school books
within a short time and that
in the midst of bad business con
several minor bridges would also
ditions and at top' price, there-forbe built along the highway this
imposing unnecessary hard
winter.
ships on the peaple.
After the close of the road
We demand competent and im
meeting the large crowd which
partial audit of all state instituhad gathered in town went to
tions especially such institutions
the fair grounds and were seras school and penal with publi
ved one of the finest barbecues
city of all findings. '
ever given the public in Roy.
We demand without party af-- NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Two large steers and four mutfiiations punishment of all detons were barbecued and it' is
;
linquent officials.
estimated that over 500 people
Department of the Interior
We demand the elimination of U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. were served the fine meat. Af
all Unnecessary offices that can M., August 21, 1922.
ter the barbecue was over the
be dispensed with in order to
second ball game between Roy
NOTICE is hereby given that and Mosquero
cut down taxes, as our taxes
.was called' and
have become a burden to every Zacarías Ebell, of Roy, Harding Mosquero came out victorious
County, New Mexico, who, on once more .
Uaxpayer.
After the ball game
we demand that a state pri- September, 11th, 1919, made several horse races were held
mary law be enacted by our sta-- Homestead entry, No. 025572, and all were good close races.
Sec. 4. N At night a big dance was given
Mature at the next meet- -' for SW;
te
NW1A-NEsection by the Floersheim
:
mg.
Orchestra
i;
N. which
Range
9,
Township
25E,
18N,
VVe insist upon further amendended the two days meet.
ments to the election law, which M. P. Meridian, has filed notice
The convention was a good one
would make it actually secret of intention to make Final Three and much good work was done
and more nearly proof against Year Proof to establish claim and all that the meeting lacked
to the land above described, be- was a few delegates from Texas,
fraud.
fore
F.H. Foster, U. S.
We demand a more stringent
and some from Taos and Cimarat his office at Roy, New ron. Mr. Gillette, State Highlaw against such practices as
Octog
way engineer was ifnable to
and Mexico, on the 5th day of
1922.
ber.
come at the last minute, being
crimes against the ballot.
' Hi. J
Claimant names as witnesses: detained by business. Preparaw e aemanuI an improvement j
of the assessor service, that a Julian Sandoval, Leandro Archu tions are already being made for
house to house canvas be made leta, Manuel Archuleta and Jes- a great convention next year at
by each and every assessor in us Madina all of Roy, New Mex. Springer and we are sure the
H. II Errett,
public will not be disappointed
the state whereby each man will
Register
be assessed as to the yalue - of
in naming our sitter town as the
RESOLUTIONS

mpanv
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MILLS, NEW MEXICO
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REBUILD HIGH SCHOOL
Concluded from pagel ;f"
say, tlmt. áltho; th old btódifcg
'
tt'iis burned over nine months
ago, the Board and the Contractors have worked incessantly to
get fti compromise settlement
from 'the A tompanies and we
are in a position; to khow that
thev have done everything possible to push "the" matter along

4

;

that they have the matWe intend to publish a list of
adjusted
and work 'actually the winners of the
ter
various races
$ta,rt lets get behind; them ;and
give them worlds of encourage- held Tuesday afternoon but wé
ment and it will only be a mat- were unable to get the complete
ter of a few months until Roy list hence we do not care to publi
will have a school buldng that sh just a portion of the winners.
we will ail be proud of and one The races were all good ones and
that will be. a credit; not only to were much appreciated by
the
Roy lbut to the whole Harding
j large crowd present.
County.
and now

.
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The Hous ewife
hoó ses
A home once in a life time.
An automobile oncea year
new dress once a month
groceries everyday.

t

.

--

maybe-A

--

sometimes-But

It isn't difficult, however, when she trades at

AXTON GRO
THE FOOD STORE

the-mone-

.
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boot-leggin-
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